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Abstract
The ability to rapidly identify the source of emittance blow-up in the cern Proton Syn-
chrotron (ps) is crucial to ensure the good operation of the Large Hadron Collider (lhc)
and its successor the High Luminosity LHC (hl-lhc). Such ability requires to continuously
and non-destructively measure the beam size. However, the beam transverse diagnostics
in the PS are currently performed by Beam Wire-Scanners (bws) and Secondary Emis-
sion Monitor (sem) grids. Both of these systems provide high-quality measurements of the
beam transverse size. Nonetheless, the destructive nature of their measurement method
limits their use to single-shot measurements during the beam commissioning. For this
reason, the installation of a new Beam Gas Ionisation (bgi) profile monitor was proposed
for the ps.
The new ps-bgi infers the beam profile from the transverse distribution of electrons
created by the ionisation of rest gas molecules by the high energy beam particles. The
distribution is measured by accelerating the electrons onto an imaging detector based on
Timepix3 Hybrid Pixel Detector (hpd). This measurement method allows for continuous,
non-destructive beam size measurement. Moreover, the extreme sensitivity of Timepix3
hpds allows foregoing the use of a gas injection system, while permitting to record the beam
size at several kilo-Hertz. This thesis covers the development of this new ps-bgi, from
early concept and simulation to the installation and commissioning of a prototype in the
ps. This prototype demonstrated the first successful use of Hybrid Pixel Detectors (HPD)
in the primary vacuum of an accelerator at cern. The performances of the prototype
were characterised and the first continuous beam profile measurements of the lhc-type
beam in the ps were recorded.
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Chapter1
Introduction
There are an estimated 30000 active particle accelerators in the world. About half of
these are dedicated to industrial processes, such as ion implantation or electron beam
processing [1]. The largest part of the other half is used in the medical sector to produce
rare radio-isotopes. A niche but paradoxically famous use of accelerators is High Energy
Physics (hep). As the name suggests, hep accelerators are machines designed to accelerate
particles to high energies. These are then collided creating extreme physical conditions.
The by-products of these collisions are exotic particles whose properties are studied in
large experiments.
Historically, flagship hep accelerators were almost always designed to reach higher par-
ticle/collision energy. This extra energy permitted the creation of, yet to be discovered,
massive particles.
This ever increasing collision energy requirement led cern to develop and construct,
the Large Hadron Collider (lhc) [2] where protons are collided head-on at energies up to
13TeV (6.5TeV/particle). The lhc has been in operation since 2008, culminating in 2012
with the discovery of the Brought Englert Higgs boson [3, 4]. This operation was enabled
by cern accelerator complex, where the Linac2, Booster, Proton Synchrothron (ps) [5]
and Super ps (SPS) [6] were used as proton injectors for lhc. The cern accelerator
complex is presented in Figure 1.1.
The probability for a specific particle or e↵ect to be produced - often referred to
as events of interest - during a collision is called the production cross-section  . Typical
cross-sections to produce interesting events are extremely small and a very large number
of collisions are required to observe them. The number of interesting events produced
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Figure 1.1: The cern accelerator complex. The lhc injectors chain comprises Linac 2,
Linac 3, leir, Booster, ps, sps and the multiple transfer lines connecting them together.
per second dNdt is proportional to the cross section for the event of interest  p and the
proportionality constant is called the luminosity L [7]:
dN
dt
= L p (1.1)
Luminosity is an important parameter as it governs the rate at which certain phe-
nomena are observed. This is particularly valid for hep experiments which rely on statis-
tical evidence for their measurements.
1.1 Thesis project context
In order to extend the discovery potential of the lhc, cern is undergoing a major program
to increase the luminosity of the lhc [8, 9]. The aim of the High Luminosity (hl)-lhc
project is to increase the nominal instantaneous luminosity by a factor five (to reach
5⇥ 1034 cm 2s 1, leading to an expected increase of the integrated luminosity by a factor
ten (from 300 fb1 to 3000 fb1) over a ten year period.
The instantaneous luminosity of an accelerator colliding Gaussian beams head-on can be
expressed by [7]:
L =
frevnbN1N2
4⇡ ⇤x ⇤y
S, (1.2)
where frev is the beam revolution frequency, nb the number of bunches per beam, N1/N2
the number of protons per bunch (ppb) for beam one, and two and  ⇤x /  ⇤y the bunch
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transverse size in the horizontal and vertical plane at the Interaction Point (ip). S is a
geometrical reduction factor given by:
S =
1r
1 +
⇣
 z
 ⇤x
tan ✓c2 ,
⌘2 (1.3)
where ✓c is the bunch crossing angle and  z the bunch longitudinal size.
The current strategy to achieve a five fold increase in luminosity consists in dou-
bling the bunch population (N1, N2) and reducing beam size at the ips. This reduction
implies a stronger beam focusing at the hep and it will be achieved by using new Nb3Sn
superconducting focusing magnets. The cost for a stronger focus is an increase in the
bunch crossing angle, lowering the luminosity. To mitigate this e↵ect, the bunches will be
rotated prior to the focusing stage using so called crab cavities [10, 11].
While the beam size and crossing angle at the ips are parameters a↵ecting the lhc
only, the bunch population increase has a large e↵ect on the injectors chain. The injectors
were not designed to work with such an intense beam, moreover this intensity makes it
di cult to maintain the beam size within the requirements.
To address these challenges, the lhc Injector Upgrade (liu) project [12] is imple-
menting an extensive hardware upgrade of the injectors. The most noticeable change is
the replacement of Linac2 by the new H  Linac4 [13]. To ensure the lowest blow-up of
the beam size, LIU calls for a large upgrade of the beam instrumentation. As part of this
instrumentation upgrade, the ability to continuously monitor the beam emittance in the
ps was requested [14]. A new Beam Gas Ionisation (bgi) profile monitor was therefore
commissioned. This new instrument is required to measure the beam profile at a rate
  1 kHz with a relative error  1 %. To meet these requirements, a new detection system
based on hybrid pixel detectors would have to be developed.
Although the new Proton Synchrotron bgi (ps-bgi) is required to monitor the beam
emittance, it rather measure the transverse beam size. In order to understand the relation
between the beam emittance and transverse size, the next section introduces the basic of
charged particles transverse dynamics in synchrotrons.
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θ
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Accelerator Centre
p
Figure 1.2: Circular coordinate system with the ideal (black) and arbitrary (blue) particle
trajectories. ⇢ is the radius and ✓ the phase relative to the machine centre. (s, y) and
(s, x) are the longitudinal planes, while (x, y) is the transverse plane.
1.2 Charged particle motion in a circular particle accelera-
tor
The general motion of a single particle with charge q in a circular accelerator can be
expressed by the following expression:
dp
dt
= q
⇣
~E + ~v ⇥ ~B
⌘
(1.4)
This particle is likely to have a high velocity ~v, the relativistic momentum p =  rm0v
is therefore used here, with m0 the particle rest mass and v its velocity as a scalar.
 r = 1/
p
1   r2 and  r = v/c are the relativistic gamma and beta. The subscript r is
used for clarity as the letter   and   are later introduced in this chapter. Equation 1.4
shows that the e↵ect of magnetic fields on a charged particle momentum is largely a↵ected
by its velocity. In order for an electrostatic deflector to equal a simple 1T dipole magnet
on a proton with  r = 0.5, it would require an electric field in the 107Vm 1. For this
reason modern accelerators prefer the use of magnets to guide and focus high energy par-
ticle beams.
In circular accelerators, the homogeneous magnetic field of dipole magnets is used in con-
junction with the particle velocity to bend its trajectory to the desired radius of curvature.
In this case, the particle is only subject to a magnetic field perpendicular to its motion,
resulting in a curved trajectory.
dp
dt
= q~v ⇥ ~Bdipole. (1.5)
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Figure 1.3: A quadrupole magnet comprises four poles (two north and south) angularly
equidistant with a ⇡4 o↵set. The field-lines are represented in the transverse view (left)
while the focusing and defocusing e↵ects are shown in the longitudinal view (right). This
particular magnet focus negatively charged particles in the vertical (y) axis and defocus
them in the horizontal axis (x)
The condition to reach a circular motion for a particle is obtained by equating the cen-
trifugal force (1.6) with the previous expression (1.5), resulting in equation 1.7.
Fcentri =
 m0v2
⇢
(1.6)
B⇢ =
p
q
(1.7)
The quantity B⇢ is the so called magnetic rigidity, with ⇢ the bending radius. It shows how
the machine radius and maximum magnetic field strength defines the maximum particle
momentum that can be confined in a circular accelerator. A circular coordinate system
is presented in Figure 1.2. It presents the orbit (s) of an ideal charged particle with
momentum p0 guided by dipole magnets. However, a more likely scenario is represented
by the blue particle. This particle has a trajectory divergent from the ideal one and needs
to be steered back toward the design orbit for it to complete a full revolution.
Quadrupole magnets, presented in Figure 1.3, are commonly used for this task. Their
magnetic field strength k
k =
1
B⇢
dBy
dx
(1.8)
follows a linear gradient dBy/dx relative to the magnet centre. This property allows a
quadrupole to provide an angular deflection to a particle, essentially making it behave like
a lens. A positive k represents a focusing e↵ect in the vertical plane (y) and defocusing
in the horizontal plane (x), while a negative k does the opposite. The focal length of this
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lens is expressed as
f =   1
kl
(1.9)
with l the magnet thickness. In order to compensate for the fact that quadrupoles only fo-
cus in one plane, they are usually combined in pairs called FODO cells. This arrangement
of focusing and defocusing element is then spread, in combination with dipole magnets,
throughout the accelerator circumference. Such an accelerator is called an alternating
gradient machine.
The transverse motion of a charged particle in a constant gradient machine is ex-
pressed by a set of di↵erential equations called Hill’s equations
y00 + k(s)y = 0 (1.10)
x00 +

1
⇢(s)2
  k(s)
 
x = 0 (1.11)
where k(s) is a periodic function of the quadrupoles strength and x , y are the particle
displacement. The vertical motion (1.10) is only a↵ected by the quadrupoles, while the
horizontal motion (1.11) sees both the e↵ects of the dipole 1/⇢(s)2 (called weak focusing)
and quadrupoles. Moreover the assumption that the motion in both planes is decoupled
is made.
Hill’s equation solution for x and x0 (the particle divergence angle)
x =
p
 (s)✏ cos (!(s) + !0) (1.12)
x0 =
r
✏
 (s)

 0(s)
2
cos (!(s) + !0)  sin (!(s) + !0)
 
(1.13)
is similar to a harmonic oscillator where k(s) is a restoring constant. The quantities ✏ and
!0 are constants found from the initial conditions.  (s), also called the betatron function,
is a periodic function representing the amplitude modulation caused by k(s). In order for
the aforementioned solution to be valid, !(s) the phase advance, and  (s) must have the
same period.
The take away from Hill’s equation is that a particle moving in a circular accelerator
will experience oscillations in the transverse planes. The number of transverse oscillations
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per revolution is called the Tune (represented by the letter Q). It can be expressed by
Q =
1
2⇡
I
ds
 (s)
(1.14)
An integer, or simple fraction, Tune is to be avoided as the particle will repeat its trajec-
tory for every revolution, easily entering a resonant growth due to small imperfections in
the magnet’s lattice.
The solution to Hill’s equation presented earlier is only valid for periodic lattices.
It is however possible to solve particle transverse motion for any lattice configuration by
adopting the matrix formalism. This method allows us to treat each finite element of the
lattice (called a cell), including magnets and drift spaces, as a transport matrix.0B@x
x0
1CA
s2
=M21
0B@x
x0
1CA
s1
(1.15)
M21 is a two-by-two matrix representing the change in position and divergence angle from
a point s1 to s2. The general form of this matrix is obtained from 1.12 and 1.13 for s1
and s2. It is presented here :
M21 =
0B@cosµ+ ↵ sinµ   sinµ
   sinµ cosµ  ↵ sinµ
1CA (1.16)
The quantities ↵ =   0(s)/2,   =  (s) and   = (1 + ↵2)/ (s) are called the Twiss pa-
rameters. While µ = !(s2)   !(s1) is the phase advance for the cell. The solution for a
complete lattice can be found by combining all cell transport matrices by multiplication.
It is possible to represent the result from 1.12 and 1.13 as an ellipse in phase space
(x, x0). This ellipse is drawn for a fixed position in s, where each each point represents a
revolution of the particle. The ellipse equation, named the Courant and Snyder invariant,
is:
 (s)x(s)2 + 2↵(s)x(s)x0(s) +  (s)x0(s)2 = ✏ (1.17)
An example of this ellipse is represented in Figure 1.4, where important points such as the
maximum displacement xˆ =
p
✏  and maximum divergence angle xˆ0 = p✏  are presented.
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Figure 1.4: A charged particle phase space ellipse (left) where the maximum/minimum
displacement and divergence are shown. The emittance ellipses corresponding to 1 , 2 
and 3  of the beam transverse distribution (right).
The area of this ellipse (e.g. 1.18) is called the geometric emittance. It is common to
write it with the ⇡ in the unit, as shown in 1.19. The emittance is used as a measure of
how divergent the particle trajectory is from the ideal one. As the dependence on s of
all parameters in 1.17 suggests, the ellipse shape and inclination depends of the position
(s) in the lattice. It is interesting to note that, the Liouville’s theorem states that the
emittance is conserved at any point in the lattice.
area = ⇡✏x (mm mrad) (1.18)
area = emittance = ✏x (⇡ mm mrad) (1.19)
In a synchrotron, the particle beam is divided in a multitude of bunches. Each bunch
has a certain number of particles, called the bunch population. The sum of the population
of all bunches within the beam is the beam intensity. For now, the beam is assumed
mono-energetic. Each particle in the beam has an ellipse similar to the one presented in
1.4. However due to the spread in their initial position and divergence, each ellipse has a
unique size.
The Beam Emittance is defined as the geometric emittance of the particle with an
ellipse encompassing all others, or in other words, the particle with the largest  (s). There
are however several definitions of emittance based on the percentage of the particles they
encompass. The rms emittance ✏RMS has 39 % of the beam, the 95 % emittance ✏95% has
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95 % and the   emittance ✏  has ⇡ 68 %. The   emittance, typically used with Gaussian
beams, is preferred in this document.
It was said earlier that the emittance is conserved, this is however not true for the
geometric emittance. As the beam is accelerated, the geometric emittance shrinks with
⇠ 1/p, with p the particle momentum, in a process called adiabatic damping. In order to
account for this e↵ect, the normalised emittance, denoted ✏n, is introduced :
✏n =  r r✏  (⇡ mm mrad) (1.20)
In either form, a small beam emittance shows that the beam is compact and the particles
comprising it have a low divergence, thus is a direct measurement of the beam quality.
One way to monitor the beam emittance is to measure the beam profile and extract
the transverse beam size (noted  ). These two quantities are linked by
  =
p
✏  (1.21)
where   is known from the lattice.
The particles comprising the beam are typically arranged in a Gaussian spatial
distribution. As a consequence, the transverse beam size is approximated to a value en-
compassing a certain percentage of the total particle count. In the case of the Gaussian
distribution, the beam size is taken as an integer of the distribution’s standard-deviation.
An example of this e↵ect is presented in Figure 1.4 (right).
The assumption that the beam is mono-energetic was made earlier. This is in
practice hard to achieve and the momentum spread,  p/p0, is introduced to account
for o↵-momentum particles. Dispersion is the e↵ect of the momentum spread on the
magnetic rigidity of the lattice dipoles (⇢ = pBq ). Particles with a momenta larger than the
ideal particle (p > p0) have a larger orbit radius, while particles with a smaller momenta
(p < p0) have a smaller orbit radius. Dispersion can be accounted for by adding the
momentum spread to Hill’s equations. This results in the addition of a new periodic
function D(s), called the Dispersion function, representing the e↵ect of dipoles on o↵-
momentum particles. Dispersion directly a↵ects the beam size and emittance, changing
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Figure 1.5: The pepper-pot emittance measurement method. The incident beam (red) is
screened by the pepper-pot mask, the resulting beamlets are then imaged by a phosphor
screen.
1.21 into:
  =
s
✏ (s) +
✓
D(s)
 p
p0
◆2
(1.22)
where D(s) and  (s) are approximated from the lattice and/or indirectly measured [15].
 ,  pp0 and ✏ are measured from the beam. Despite the addition of the dispersion, it is still
possible to use 1.21 in a section of the machine where the dispersion is low (D(s) ⇡ 0) or
with a beam with no momentum spread ( pp0 ⇡ 0).
Directly measuring emittance is possible, using methods such as the pepper pot,
slits or quadrupole scan. Figure 1.5 represents the pepper pot method. A screen with
an array of identical holes is inserted in the beam path. The beam is then divided in
smaller beamlets. After a short free flight, these are imaged by a phosphor screen (or
other detector). The beamlets displacement, transverse expansion and intensity are used
in conjunction with the apparatus geometries to reconstruct the original beam transverse
position and divergence.
In the context of an operational accelerator, it is however preferable to measure the
beam size and momentum spread instead. Emittance measurement devices usually require
a dedicated beam line and only allow to measure the emittance at a single point in time,
as the measurement is destructive. On the other hand, beam size and momentum spread
measurements can be non-destructive and therefore repeated throughout the life of the
beam.
The derivations presented in this section are taken from [16], while resources regard-
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ing momentum spread and direct emittance measurements are available here [17, 18] and
here [19] respectively. The next section presents current methods used to measure the
beam size.
1.3 Beam size measurements
Depending on the measurement method, either the full (x, y) transverse distribution (re-
ferred as beam spot) or a one dimensional distribution (referred as beam profile) is mea-
sured. The measurement methods, can be sorted in two class; intercepting and non-
intercepting. We define as intercepting, methods where the act of measurement is notice-
ably disturbing the beam (e.g. causing a blowup of the emittance). While non-intercepting
methods do not a↵ect the beam. This definition highlights the main advantage of non-
intercepting techniques, i.e. their measurement can be performed on production beam and
be repeated several times within a cycle (for circular machines). A comprehensive list of
measurement methods is presented in the next two subsections.
1.3.1 Intercepting Measurements
Detector
Rotating Wire
Particle 
Beam
Beam Pipe Particle shower
Figure 1.6: A rotational wire scanner passes a thin carbon wire through the beam (red).
The intensity of the shower of secondary particle is measured with a detector downstream
of the wire.
1.3.1.1 Wire Scanner (WS)
A Wire Scanner (ws) [20], depicted in Figure 1.6, is a device measuring the beam profile
by scanning a thin wire (30 µm) through the beam. The secondary-particle shower
generated by the beam/wire interaction is recorded by a scintillator or diamond detector
placed downstream of the wire [21]. The beam profile is then reconstructed by correlating
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the wire position with the signal intensity. The measurement resolution is driven by the
wire position knowledge, wire speed, mechanical properties (thickness, deformation from
acceleration) and detector sensitivity.
The main drawback of a ws is the limited lifetime of the scanning wire. Depending
on the beam intensity and energy, the total number of scans may range from none to a
few thousands before the wire breaks and need to be replaced [22]. E↵orts are ongoing to
find new materials for the wire, such as carbon nano-tubes to improve ws reliability.
The wire scanner relative simplicity and absence of radiation sensitive components
has allowed it to become an ubiquitous beam profile monitoring device. At cern, they are
installed in all circular accelerators. They are considered a reference and are commonly
used to calibrate other instruments.
1.3.1.2 Secondary Emission Monitor (SEM)
Secondary Emission Monitors (sem) measure the beam spot by inserting a grid of thin
metallic wires into the beam path. The current generated by the interaction of the beam
with the wire is recorded.The beam spot is then reconstructed by correlating the wire
position with the measured current.
The resolution of sem is limited by the wire diameter and spacing, which is usually
in the range of a few micrometers for the former and hundreds of micrometers for the
latter. This arrangement allows the grid to intercept few percents of the beam [23], which
makes it well suited for low energy beams, where screens cannot be used. Moreover sem
perform single shot measurements, making then very useful in linacs and transfer-lines
during beam setup periods.
1.3.1.3 Beam screen interaction
There are currently three methods which rely on the interaction of the beam with a thin
screen to infer the beam profiles: scintillation screens; Optical Transition Radiation (otr)
and Optical Di↵raction Radiation (odr). In all cases light emitted by the screen is used
to infer the beam spot. A schematic for each method is presented in Figure 1.7.
The scintillation screens method [24] uses the light emitted by the fluorescence of
the screen by the beam traversing it. This method produces a large amount of light and
is therefore well suited for low intensity beams. It however su↵ers from bulk and pile-up
e↵ects which can cause a blur of the recorded beam spot
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Figure 1.7: A scintillation screen (left), otr screen (middle) and odr screen (right).
The otr method [25] uses the phenomena of Optical Transition Radiation, where
charged particles emit light when they cross the boundary between two material with
di↵erent dielectric constant. OTR is advantageous because the light emission is fast and
exclusively originates from the surface of the screen, which allows to use very thin screens.
This mitigates the aforementioned drawbacks of scintillation screen at the cost of producing
only a fraction of the light.
With these two methods, the light intensity distribution across the screen surface
is representative of the beam spatial distribution. This distribution is then recorded by a
set of optics and camera.
These methods su↵er from the degradation of the screen and large emittance growth
caused by the beam/screen interaction. This limits the use of screens to beams with
relatively low intensity and high energy (>20GeV/c) for very short measurement period.
The odr method [26, 27] fixes the screen degradation issues by relying on Optical
Di↵raction Radiation, where light is emitted from the screen by the close proximity of
moving charged particles. In practice, the beam passes through a narrow slit carved into
the screen, emitting light at the edge of the slit. The beam profile is then reconstructed
from the odr intensity distribution.
This method is mainly limited by its geometry requirements. The beam must be
close to the slit in order to produce a detectable amount of light, while the beam has to
be small compared to the slit in order to have a sensitivity su cient to measure the beam
profile. This restricts the use of odr to the measurement of very low emittance beams,
such as those obtained in lepton machine.
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Figure 1.8: Representation of a typical bgi profile monitor. The beam (red) travels from
left to right, the combination of an electric and magnetic field channels ionisation electrons
toward a detector. Two detection system are presented, a metal strip (left) and optical
(right) system. mcp(s) (bottom) amplify the ionisation electron signal while an ion trap
(top) prevent the ions to generate a secondary electron signal.
1.3.2 Non-intercepting measurements
1.3.2.1 Beam Gas Ionisation (BGI)
A Beam Gas Ionisation profile monitor (bgi) is a device using the ionisation products
(electron or ions) produced by the beam/rest gas interaction to infer the beam size. As-
suming a homogeneous distribution of the rest gas, the initial distribution of the ionisation
products is directly proportional to the beam spatial distribution. In the case of electrons,
a magnetic field parallel to the drift field is introduced to limit the potential for mea-
surement error caused by beam e↵ects. The beam profile is recorded by transporting the
electrons or ions toward a detector using an electric drift-field. The signal, collected by the
detector, is then integrated for a given time to create a beam profile. Figure 1.8 presents
the concept of a bgi.
Two types of detector are commonly used in bgis, an optical system [28] or a charge
collection system [29]. Both the optical and charge-collection systems require the ionisation
products signal to be amplified by MicroChannel Plates (mcps) [30] to allow for detection.
mcps convert a single primary electron or ions into a shower of secondary electrons with a
gain in the 104 to 107 range. The substantial gain of mcps comes at the cost of introducing
a point spread function, fundamentally limiting the detection resolution. Besides, a gas
injection system may be used to increase the gas pressure locally, further improving the
signal.
The optical detection system uses a phosphor screen to convert the mcp electrons
into photons. These are then sent to a camera using a set of in/out-vacuum optics. While
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the charge collection system uses metal strips and adcs, correlating the strip position with
the charge it measures.
bgis are currently limited by the inhomogeneous gain loss and limited lifetime of
mcps; which lead to frequent re-calibration of bgis or when the gain becomes too small,
to the replacement of the mcps. Other limitation include, the frequent radiation-induced
failure of the read-out cameras and the distortion in the measured profile caused by the
beam space charge and ionisation process.
cern is currently using seven bgis. Six based on optical systems, four at the lhc
(2 per beam line) [31] and two at the sps [28]. The last one, installed in leir is strip
based [29]. Other laboratories such as Fermilab [32] or kek [33] also successfully build
and operate bgis.
Dipole Magnet Undulator
Magnet
Optics +
Camera
SR
Beam 
Trajectory
Figure 1.9: A representation of a synchrotron light monitor. The synchrotron light gener-
ated by the bending of the beam by a dipole or undulator magnet is used to reconstruct
the beam profile.
1.3.2.2 Synchrotron Radiation (SR)
Synchrotron radiation monitors take advantage of the synchrotron light emitted by the
beam, when passing through a dipole or special undulator magnet, to measure the beam
spot. The sr light is collected and directed outside of the beam vacuum by a complex
optical system placed downstream of the magnet(s). The beam spot is then either directly
imaged or measured by an interferometer. The appropriate method is determined from
the beam properties (size, momentum) and available magnet(s). Additionally, the beam
divergence [34] and longitudinal profile [35] can be measured.
Synchrotron radiation monitors are advantageous due to their ability to continu-
ously measure the beam spatial distribution and divergence. However they require to
be calibrated against another device, such as a wire-scanner, to provide meaningful mea-
surements. Moreover the dependency of sr wavelength with the beam energy, renders
continuous measurement challenging. For example in the lhc, separate optical paths and
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magnets are used to measure the beam at injection and flat-top. sr monitors are widely
used in light sources and hep accelerators such as the cern sps and the lhc [36]. A
representation of a sr monitor is presented in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.10: A pulsed laser beam strips electrons of an H  ion beam. The resulting
Hydrogen atoms or electrons are then used to reconstruct the beam profile or the beam
emittance.
1.3.2.3 Laser Wire-Scanner (LWS)
Laser Wire Scanners (lws), represented in Figure 1.10, are relatively new devices used
in H  linacs. They use a pulsed laser to strip electrons from the H  ions. The laser is
scanned across the beam and the resulting free electrons are measured by a faraday-cup.
The beam profile is then reconstructed by correlating the laser position with the amplitude
of the measured signal. Alternatively, a segmented detector can be used to measure the
neutralised H atoms distribution at the end of the beam line. The beam emittance is
then reconstructed from the H distribution and laser position information. In addition,
the beam momentum spread can be retrieved from the striped electrons using a proper
measurement stage [37].
Laser wire scanners, as opposed to wire-scanners (1.3.1.1) and sem (1.3.1.2), are
not limited by the beam intensity. This makes them particularly suitable to measure high
current beams. Moreover, the ability to directly measure the beam emittance is Some
limitations of lws include the dependence of the ionisation yield to the laser properties,
requiring to continuously monitor them. Furthermore, lws require multiple shot in order
to be complete each measurement. They have been successfully operated in bnl Linac [37]
and cern Linac4 [38].
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1.3.2.4 Beam Induced Fluorescence (BIF)
Beam Induced Fluorescence monitors measure the beam spot by collecting the light emit-
ted from the fluorescent rest-gas after the beam passage. Depending on the vacuum quality
and beam characteristics, the injection of a noble gas may be required to increase the sig-
nal strength and tune the dynamic properties of the light emission. However, the pressure
required to acquire a meaningful signal (⇡10 6mbar) might be incompatible with modern
accelerator requirements.
In order to alleviate this issue, an alternative technique consists in injecting a super-
sonic gas sheet across the beam path. This has the advantage of providing a very localised
pressure increase. By tilting the gas sheet relative to the beam trajectory, it becomes
possible to image the beam spot with a pair of cameras.
Beam induced fluorescence monitors have been successfully operated in facilities
such as bnl [39] and gsi [40]. The main advantage of bif monitors is the fact that they
do not require a magnetic field to work, making them potentially more compact than bgis.
1.3.2.5 Beam Gas Vertex (BGV)
A beam gas vertex monitor measures the beam spot by finding the origin of the vertices of
particles produced from the beam / rest gas inelastic interaction. A demonstrator device
recently installed at the lhc, inspired by techniques developed by lhcb to measure the
beam profile [41], uses multiple Scintillating Fibre (SciFi) [42] planes in order to record
the vertices of the incoming particles. A computer cluster is then used to reconstruct the
vertices and find their origin. Figure 1.11 provide a simplified representation of the bgv.
In order to tune the interaction rate to a suitable level, neon gas is injected in a special thin-
wall vacuum chamber designed to reduce the amount of unwanted secondary scattering.
The current bgv has successfully demonstrated its ability to measure the beam spot, future
work will aim at improving measurement speed and accuracy. A complete description of
this project is available in [43–45].
1.4 Thesis Overview
The liu project motivated the need to monitor the lhc-type beams in the ps throughout
the cycle at 1 kHz. Furthermore, the limitations of existing profile monitors and the
availability of key technologies presented the opportunity to propose a new concept for
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Figure 1.11: Representation of the bgv detector. Particles from a bunch (red) collide with
Ne gas atoms, creating a shower of secondary particles. These are detected by a tracker
and their origin found.
the ps-bgi. This new instrument would allow to gain unprecedented beam diagnostic
insights.
The development of a novel bgi design with a detection system based on Hybrid
Pixel Detectors (hpd) is introduced in this work. This detection system is, for the first
time, directly installed inside the primary beam vacuum. Such configuration is required to
remove the need for mcps, enabling for the direct detection of the ionisation products. The
HPDs high spatial and temporal resolution grants the possibility to continuously measure
the profile of individual bunches. Their intrinsic radiation tolerance makes them perfectly
suited for the radiation levels found at bgis locations, increasing the robustness of the
detection system. Moreover, their small form factor allows to reduce the aperture needed
for the correction magnet, reducing its size / cost or granting a higher field strength for a
similarly sized magnet.
This new bgi concept, along with the simulation needed to validate it are detailed
in Chapter 2. The transition from concept to a proper design is presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 emphasises the design, fabrication and testing of the hpd based detector. The
assembly and installation in the ps, followed by the instrument preparation and first
ionisation-electrons measurements of the completed ps-bgi are presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 details the post processing chain required to filter the ps-bgi data and to re-
construct the beam profile. Measurements of the lhc-type beams, along with performance
measurements and comparisons with the ps wire-scanner and beam position monitor sys-
tem are presented in Chapter 7. An outlook and conclusion of this thesis work is given in
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chapter 8.
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Chapter2
Conceptual design
The ps-bgi is required to measure the lhc type beams in the cern Proton Synchrotron
(PS). These are presented in Section 2.1. To better understand the instrument concept, its
performance requirements are given in Section 2.2. The ps-bgi conceptual design is then
detailed in Section 2.3. The concept was validated by simulations, these are presented in
Section 2.4 and their results are given in Section 2.6.
Figure 2.1: The cern Proton Synchrotron.
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2.1 The CERN Proton Synchrotron
The cern Proton Synchrotron is a 628m long circular accelerator comprising 100 dipole
magnets operated with fields from 0.1T to 1.2T and can accelerate protons up to 25GeV.
Its complex Radio Frequency system allows it to perform most of the beam gymnastics
required for cern applications. The term beam gymnastics refers to the longitudinal
manipulations done on the beam by the RF system e.g. bunch splitting, bunch merging
and bunch rotation.
The Proton Synchrotron was first operated in 1959, where it was for a time the most
powerful particle accelerator in the world. Nowadays, its main mission is to accelerate and
shape proton and lead-ion beams for a broad range of users, including lhc, the Anti-proton
Decelerator and the East/North areas. Figure 2.1 shows a technical diagram of the ps, a
full virtual visit is available at Ref [46].
ExtractionInjection(s)
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Magnet 
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Figure 2.2: The PS proton cycle.
2.1.1 The PS cycle
A proton cycle starts with a single or double batch injection from the PS Booster, each
batch injecting up to four bunches. During this injection period, referred to as flat-bottom,
the dipole strength is at its minimum and the beam is not accelerated. Once the injection
is complete some beam gymnastics may be performed. The beam is then accelerated
and the dipoles strength follows a characteristic ramp. At the end of the acceleration,
the magnets stop ramping, reaching flat-top. The beam may undergo a few more RF
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Table 2.1: Beam parameters for the main lhc beams at the ps. The emittance values are
for 1  and normalised to  r r.
Nominal bcms
Injection Extraction Injection Extraction
Energy [GeV] 1.389 25.445 1.389 25.445
Momentum [GeV/c] 2.129 26.366 2.129 26.366
Proton per Bunch [1010] 156 (325) 13 (22) 70 11.5 (22)
Bunch Spacing [ns] 327 25 254 25
Bunch Count 6 72 8 48
Bunch Length (4 z) [ns] 195 < 4.2 160 < 4.2
Revolution Time [µs] 2.3 2.096 2.3 2.096
✏h [mm mrad] 2.66 3.16 1.4 1.6
✏v [mm mrad] 2.08 2.9 0.9 1.15
 h @psbgi [mm] 3.7 1.14 2.69 0.81
 v @psbgi [mm] 4.54 1.5 2.98 0.95
 p
p0
(10 3) 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.4
operations before it is extracted. The magnets are then returned to their initial state in
anticipation for the next cycle. The length of a PS cycle vary from one to three basic
periods (1.2 s). A simplified representation of a typical ps cycle is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.1.2 LHC Beams at PS
The BGI is intended to measure the profile of the lhc beams in the ps. This corresponds
mainly to two beams, the nominal lhc beam and the Batch Compression Merging Splitting
(BCMS) beam. The parameters for these beams are given in Table 2.1.
2.1.2.1 Nominal LHC beam
The nominal lhc beam is used for the collisions at the lhc. For this reason, it must have
a low transverse emittance and a relatively high intensity. Moreover to minimise the filling
time of the lhc, as many bunches as possible must be produced per cycle.
The nominal lhc beam is produced by injecting two batches of four and two bunches
respectively. These are then split in three, before the ramp, to make 18 bunches. After
reaching flat top, the bunches are split in two another two times to reach a total of 72
bunches. The bunches are then rotated longitudinally to prepare them for injection in the
Super Proton Synchrotron. This process compresses the bunches to allows them to match
the sps radio-frequency cavities harmonic.
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This beam is the most challenging to measure due to the constant variation of the
bunch intensity, size and number.
2.1.2.2 BCMS beam
The bcms beam is another beam used for the collisions at lhc. Its main particularities are
to allow for a higher bunch intensity while having a smaller emittance than the nominal
lhc beam. This comes at the cost of producing only 48 bunches instead of 72, reducing
lhc filling time e ciency. The lower number of bunches is however useful to mitigate the
production of electron clouds in the SPS and lhc.
The BCMS beam is produced by injecting two batches of four bunches. These eight
bunches are then merged in four bunches to be immediately split in three, reaching 12
bunches. The beam is then accelerated and the bunches are split in two another two times
at flat-top, extracting a total of 48 bunches.
2.2 Instrument requirements
The basic operational requirement for the ps-bgi is to provide, for the first time, continuous
profile measurements of the lhc beams and individual bunches at a rate of 1 kHz during
the full ps cycle. The measurement accuracy and precision shall be less or equal to
1% and 2.5% respectively. The fully operational device should also be able to measure
individual bunch profile on a turn by turn basis (one profile per bunch per turn). As will
be demonstrated in Chapter 7, this last requirement is di cult to achieve without the
addition of a gas injection system.
2.3 PS-BGI design
The concept for the new ps-bgi is presented in Figure 2.3. The instrument is placed in
the primary PS vacuum inside a specially designed vacuum vessel. The PS beam ionises
the rest gas. While field shaping elements produce a guiding electric field, diverting the
ions to an ion trap and translating the electrons to the detector.
In order to meet the required measurement rate and accuracy, without the addition
of a gas injection system, the ps-bgi uses a detection system based on the Timepix3 (tpx3)
[47] hybrid pixel detector. hpds can detect the ionisation electrons directly, removing
the need for any signal amplification such as Micro-Channel Plates and gas injection.
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Figure 2.3: The ps-bgi concept. The beam, represented by a red arrow, ionises the rest
gas. The resulting electrons are directed to the hybrid pixel detectors by the combination
of an electric and magnetic field. The same electric field is used, in conjunction to an ion
trap, to prevent the ions from creating a secondary-electron signal.
The time of arrival, position and energy for each detected particle is recorded, making it
possible to distinguish between bunches and beam revolutions. Moreover, this information
is directly digitised, making the data transmission more robust to the noise caused by the
accelerator. The Timepix3 is designed to be extremely radiation tolerant [48]. This makes
it suited for several years of use in the PS, reducing unexpected downtime and the need
for maintenance.
Nonetheless, these advantages come at a cost. To work, the detector has to be
installed inside the primary beam vacuum. This has never been done at cern before and
no readily available solution existed. Moreover the e↵ects of the PS environment inside the
beam pipe on the HPDs, such as the beam wakefield, were largely unknown. The HPDs
require a state of the art readout system and none existed that could survive the expected
level of radiation close to the instrument (0.1 krad to 1 krad). Finally, no software and
techniques for the signal processing could be reused from another instrument. This meant
that the ps-bgi had to be entirely designed from scratch and a long commissioning period
would be required.
The detailed motivations and design of the detector are introduced in Chapter 3 and
4. The next subsections presents more insights in the field shaping, ionisation electrons
production and transport. For the rest of this document, a Cartesian coordinate system
centred at the beam design orbit is used as reference. The beam travels along the Z axis
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or longitudinal axis, the X axis is the transverse horizontal or measurement axis and the
Y axis is the transverse vertical axis. Unless specified otherwise, every dimension is given
with the following order X, Y, Z.
2.3.1 Electric field shaping
A  20 kV voltage is applied to a cathode to provide the ionisation electrons with su cient
kinetic energy to be detected by the hpd. Together with an anode electrode at ground
potential, both electrodes have a surface of 240⇥ 240mm2 and are spaced by 70mm,
the vertical beam acceptance at this location. The detector is placed, inside a Faraday
cage, roughly 10mm below the anode. The Faraday cage protects the detector from
electromagnetic e↵ects of the beam wakefield. A 50⇥ 20mm2 (X, Z) rectangular opening
in the anode allows ionisation electrons to reach the detector. In order to keep the Faraday
cage e↵ective, this opening is partially closed with a steel honeycomb structure. The
dimensions and configuration of the anode and cathode emanate from a design exploration
campaign where several competing designs were simulated. This work was performed
during my master studies, prior to the start of my PhD, details are available here [49].
The results of the electrostatic simulation of the final design are presented in section 2.6.
The emerging electric field has a value of  286 kVm 1 and is mostly parallel with
the vertical axis of the instrument. The quality of this field is defined by the absence
of transverse components (X and Z axes), which would result in a drift of the ionisation
electrons. The good field region is defined as the volume where the electric field qual-
ity is good enough to allow for profile measurements. This corresponds to a volume of
50⇥ 70⇥ 20mm3, encompassing the largest envelope of any lhc beam with their maxi-
mum transverse excursion.
While most bgis use side electrodes to improve their electric field quality, the large
electrode and small spacing of this design allows to remove them completely. The absence
of side electrodes simplifies the mechanical design and assembly, and relaxes the require-
ments of the high voltage distribution circuit. The quality of the electric field is discussed
in section 2.6.
2.3.2 Detection using electrons
The choice of using the electrons over ions for the profile measurement is motivated by
the required measurement speed. In order to measure the profile of individual bunches,
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the signal from each bunch must be separate. This implies that ionisation products must
reach the detector before the next bunch enters the instrument. Their drift time must
therefore be less than 25 ns, the minimum bunch spacing. Electrons with 10 keV of kinetic
energy only reach a Lorentz factor of 1.02. One can therefore derive the drift time tdrift of
a particle subject to a constant electric field and starting at rest assuming non-relativistic
mechanics with
tdrift =
r
2xm
qE
, (2.1)
withm the particle mass, q its charge, x the drift distance and E the electric field strength.
With 45mm of drift distance and an electric field strength of  286 kVm 1, the expected
drift time for electrons and hydrogen ions is 1.34 ns and 57.3 ns respectively. This result
discards the use of ions for the ps-bgi.
A prerequisite for the proper function of a bgi is the absence of a transverse drift
during the transport of the ionisation-electrons. Such drift would be detrimental to the
instrument accuracy, introducing distortions in the measured profile. However, due to the
beam space charge, ionisation process and inhomogeneity in the guiding electric field, the
ionisation-electron acquire a transverse velocity; which causes a drift if left unattended.
These e↵ects and their mitigation is presented below.
2.3.3 Ionisation process
The ionisation process is responsible for the production of the electrons used to reconstruct
the beam profile and participate to the distortion of this very same profile.
2.3.3.1 Signal production
The number of ionisation electrons / ion pairs (Nion) produced by the passage of a single
bunch in a bgi can be estimated with ( [50] equation 1)
Nion = D pNpP
NA
RT
(2.2)
where D is the distance of interest (usually the length of the detector), Np the number of
protons (or ions) in the bunch, P the vacuum pressure, NA the Avogadro constant, R the
ideal gas constant and T the gas temperature.  p is the total ionisation cross section of
the rest gas for a given beam energy. The value of  p can be calculated using the Bethe
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approximation [51]
 p( 
2) =
4⇡a20↵
2
 2

ailn
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 2
1   2
◆
  ai 2 + b0i
 
(2.3)
where   = v/c with v the projectile velocity, a0 Bohr radius, ↵ the fine structure constant.
ai and b0i are empirical constants unique to each gas species ( [52] Table II where ai =
M2 and b0i = C). The total ionisation cross-section for several gas species with proton
projectiles is given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Total ionisation cross sections for injection and extraction lhc type beams in
the PS with molecular hydrogen, water, argon, carbon dioxide and xenon gas species.
 p (p 1.39 GeV)  p (p 25.44 GeV)
[Mbarn] [Mbarn]
H2 0.194 0.226
H2O 0.78 0.948
Ar 0.924 1.158
CO2 1.399 1.694
Xe 1.763 2.208
It is possible to estimate the ionisation rate by extending 2.2 with the number of
bunch in the beam (nb) and revolution frequency (frev), leading to
dNion
dt
= Nionnbfrev. (2.4)
The ionisation rate expected for di↵erent beam with molecular hydrogen gas at 10 9 mBar
is shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Ionisation (product) production by bunch, turn and ms.
Nominal bcms
Injection Extraction Injection Extraction
Nion / bunch 10 1 5 0.9
Nion / turn 63 72 38 43
Nion / ms 27400 31320 16530 18705
Since these electron production number are rather small, the statistical error will
play an important role in the measurement error of the instrument. The statistical error
on the standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution is given by
 stat err =
1p
2Ncount   2 , (2.5)
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Figure 2.4: sdcs of the electron energy (left) and scattering angle (right) for the ionisation
of hydrogen with 25GeV proton beam.
with Ncount the total number of counts in the distribution. To reach the required 2.5%
accuracy on the beam width measurement, one need Ncount ⇡ 5000, which corresponds to
a range of 70 to 130 beam revolutions. This range jumps to, 500 to 5000 revolutions for
individual bunch profile.
It is good to keep in mind that this represents a rather conservative scenario. The
gas composition is likely to comprise water and other heavier elements (in trace amounts)
potentially increasing the production of electrons. In addition, the shift toward higher
intensity beams for hl-lhc will roughly double the numbers presented in Table 2.3.
2.3.3.2 Profile distortion
As a result of the ionisation process, the electron / ion pair receives some kinetic energy.
In the case of the electrons, this energy leads to a non negligible transverse drift during
their transport to the detector. The energy and scattering angle cross section for the
ionisation electrons can be estimated analytically using the Voitkiv approach [51, 53] for
interaction with high energy projectiles. This approach works for simple atoms such
as hydrogen and helium. The results are Single Di↵erential Cross Sections (sdsc) for
the production of electrons with a certain energy and scattering angle. An example is
presented in Figure 2.4 for a 25GeV proton beam interacting with hydrogen.
The left plot shows the cross-section as a function of the electrons energy while the
right one shows the cross-section as a function of the scattering angle. One can see that for
hydrogen, the electrons are more likely kicked perpendicular to the beam motion (⇡2 and
3⇡
2 ) with a relatively small energy (<50 eV). Moreover, this e↵ect is symmetrical relative
to the beam direction (⇡), there is no left/right preference. The simulations presented in
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section 2.6 show that the measured beam profile is expected to broaden due to this e↵ect.
2.3.4 Bunch space charge
The collection of charges within a particle bunch creates a non negligible transverse electric
field. This field is called bunch space charge. It can potentially a↵ect the BGI measurement
by attracting or repulsing, at the moment of their creation, the ionisation electron and
ions. The transverse field for a symmetric Gaussian bunch ( x =  y) is given by (adapted
from [54]):
E(r, z) =
Npq
(2⇡)3/2✏0 sr
✓
1  e  r
2
2 2
◆
e
  s2
2 2s (2.6)
Where q is the elementary charge, ✏0 the vacuum permittivity, r =
p
x2 + y2 the distance
from the bunch centre in the transverse plane, s the distance from bunch centre in the
longitudinal plane and   /  s the bunch size in the transverse and longitudinal plane
respectively. A solution for asymmetric bunches is given in [55].
The electric field is determined by the bunch population (Np scaled with the longi-
tudinal charge distribution) and its shape from the transverse bunch size ( ). An example
for a bcms bunch at injection, extraction is given in Figure 2.5
Figure 2.5: Ex for the bcms beam at ps injection, extraction and extraction with the
hl-lhc intensity.
The shape of the space charge electric field indicates that ionisation electrons tend to
be pulled toward the bunch centre, resulting in a characteristic pinching of the measured
beam profile. This e↵ect is a major concern for the lhc bgis [31]. Moreover, the field
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amplitude increases largely from injection to extraction. This is caused by the beam size
(  and  s) shrinking during the ramp and from the bunch population increasing (for the
hl-lhc case). The profile distortion caused by this e↵ect is therefore more likely to be
problematic close to extraction. Finally due to its strength, this e↵ect is likely to be the
dominating source of profile distortion in the bgi.
The profile distortion caused by the combined e↵ects of the beam space charge
and ionisation process are extensively studied in Ref [51, 56–58] and methods to correct
for them are being investigated in Ref [59, 60]. Nowadays, the only proven strategy to
mitigate the impact of these negative e↵ects is the addition of a magnetic field.
2.3.5 Magnetic field
A magnetic field, collinear to the guiding electric field, forces the electrons into a gyration
motion. This prevents them from drifting during their transport to the detector, limiting
the measurement error. The gyration radius (rg) and frequency (!g) are expressed with
rg =
mv?
|q|B (2.7)
!g =
|q|B
m
(2.8)
Where m is the electron mass, q its charge and B is the magnetic field strength. v?
the electron speed perpendicular to B, is given by the transport e↵ects (space charge,
ionisation kick...). In order to limit the profile distortion, B should be large enough to
ensure the electron gyration radius is much smaller than the beam width (rg <<  ).
In the ps-bgi, the magnetic field is set to 0.2T. This value was, at first, selected
based on the work of K.Satou and prior experience with the lhc bgis, where no pro-
file distortion is observed at injection (450GeV/c). It was then later confirmed by the
simulations presented in section 2.6.
An unwanted consequence of the bgi magnetic field is the deflection it induces on
the beam trajectory. The beam deflection angle (✓) is given by
✓ = arcsin
✓
lqB
p
◆
(2.9)
where l is the magnet length, q the particle charge, B the magnetic field strength and p
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Figure 2.6: ps-bgi tri-pole magnet. The sum of the angular change on the beam trajectory
caused by the magnet is null. For convenience, the beam trajectory is displayed from a
top view perspective.
the particle momentum. The e↵ective deflection ( ) is then calculated with
  = tan
✓
✓
2
◆
. (2.10)
Assuming a length l of 0.1m, the deflection on a proton at injection in the PS is roughly
1.3mm/turn, which can lead to the loss of the beam in a few micro-seconds. The solution
to this problem is to design a self compensating magnet. The ps-bgi magnet was designed
by the cern magnet group, its concept is presented in Figure 2.6. The magnet comprises
three poles, each with a 0.2T field. The central pole, used for the BGI operation, has
positive field. While the two other poles, twice shorter than the central one, have a
negative field. When the beam enter the magnet, the first pole deflects it by an angle -✓,
the second pole then deflect the beam by 2✓ and the last poles deflects it back with -✓.
The net sum of the deflection is therefore zero. This configuration guaranties that the net
sum of the deflection caused by the ps-bgi magnet is null.
2.3.6 Ion trap
The ions resulting from the ionisation process are accelerated in the opposite direction to
the electrons; they then collide with the cathode and create secondary electrons. These
electrons are then accelerated towards the detector, creating a secondary signal. This
signal heavily complicates the profile measurement and needs to be suppressed.
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Figure 2.7: Classic ion trap design. Some ions hit the wire mesh, creating an undesirable
secondary electron signal.
In order to prevent the ions from ever creating secondary electron a so called ion-trap
is used. Despite its name, an ion trap is a contraption meant to prevent the secondary elec-
trons from reaching the detector. The standard ion-trap design is presented in Figure 2.7.
An opening, slightly larger than the detector, is made in the cathode to allow ions to pass.
A second electrode is then used to introduce a small voltage di↵erence between itself and
the cathode. This small electric field is su cient to prevent the secondary electrons falling
back toward the detector. To prevent a degradation of the main guiding field, a fine wire
mesh is used to close the trap opening. However, the wires used in the mesh are relatively
large and a fraction of the ions collide with them. The resulting secondary electrons are
then free to fall toward the detector, leaving a characteristic grid pattern.
In order to solve this issue, a new design is introduced in the ps-bgi, as shown in
Figures 2.3 and 2.8. The wire mesh is removed, along with the secondary electrode and
only the opening in the cathode is left. This design works based on the shape of the electric
field created between the cathode and the vacuum vessel wall. This field is as strong as
the main guiding field but due to its geometry it has a large transverse component. This
large transverse field deflects the majority of ions entering the trap toward the backside of
the cathode. In the centre of the ion-trap opening, the transverse electric field is slightly
too weak to deflect the remaining ions all the way to the cathode backside before they
are pushed back inside the main volume of the instrument. These ions are then closer
to the ion trap wall during their second pass in the trap (going from above to below the
cathode), giving them enough momentum to clear away from the trap opening and hit the
frontside on the cathode. For both ions hitting the backside or frontside of the cathode,
the electric and magnetic field present in the instrument prevent the secondary electrons
to come back inside the detector region and create a background signal in the detector.
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Figure 2.8: Ion tracking simulation of the novel ion trap design. The coloured lines
represents the ions trajectories and energy. Due to the transverse electric field created
by the trap, most ions are deflected toward the backside of the cathode. The remaining
ions are deflected back inside the instrument volume and hit the cathode frontside. This
prevents secondary electrons to reach the detector.
Figure 2.8 shows a particle tracking simulation, using cst studio [61], where hydrogen
ions are deflected by the ion trap.
The transverse component of the electric field inside the trap is enhanced by making
the hole wall longer than the cathode thickness. Moreover, to completely remove the
possibility for secondary electrons to fall back toward the detector, these walls are slightly
slanted.
The e↵ects of this new design on the guiding electric field are not negligible. These
are studied in the simulation presented in the next section. The original idea for this
design belongs to K.Satou. This publication [62] provides further details on the design.
2.4 Simulation method
To ensure that the design choices made for the ps-bgi would allow for a relative profile
measurement error below 1%, the ps-bgi design was simulated. Since no available single
simulation tool could completely simulate the instrument, the simulation was split between
cst Studio and Virtual-ipm.
2.4.1 CST studio
cst studio is an advanced commercial tool-set for static and dynamic electromagnetic
simulations and particle tracking. The tool comes with a full support for parametric 3D
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Figure 2.9: Example of a 3D electric field simulation with CST-studio. The field vectors
are displayed on a cross section (XY). The large oval shape in the background is the PS
beam pipe. The beam would be coming out of the page.
modelling, allowing the user to perform design exploration. This tool is typically used to
simulate electron guns, RF cavities, antennas etc.
At the time of the instrument design, cst Studio could not simulate a high energy
particle beam and the particle generation options were rather limited. For these reasons,
cst studio was only used as an electrostatic 3D field solver. The cst 3D field solver uses
a 3D model of the ps-bgi, the material and the electric potential of each individual parts
of the 3D model as input to generate a 3D field map. A field map is a file containing
the coordinates (X,Y,Z) and electric field vector components (Ex, Ey, Ez) of points in the
simulation volume. The volume, in mm3, exported for these simulation is [-45:45] in X,
[-45:35] in Y and [-45:35] in Z.
An example of a cst studio simulation result is presented in Figure 2.9. The main
elements a↵ecting the electric field are present. The arrows represent the electric field
direction and their colour, the field strength. A dashed line rectangle represent a cross-
section of the volume exported as a field map. The field map resulting from the cst
simulation is used as an input to Virtual-ipm.
2.4.2 Virtual-IPM
Virtual-ipm [63] is a modular simulation framework for bgis. It is developed by D.Vilsmeier
(gsi) and its creation is motivated by the absence of a simulation tool for precise and
accurate simulations of bgi instruments.
The tool uses the beam physical properties, the instrument electric/magnetic field
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and the vacuum properties in the instrument as input to simulate the beam space charge,
ionisation process and motion of the ionisation products in the instrument. The beam
physical properties are the bunch number, bunch spacing, bunch transverse and longitudi-
nal particle distribution, particle type, particle momentum, and particle count per bunch.
The vacuum properties are the residual gas species, pressure and temperature.
Virtual-ipm tracks the ionisation products using either the Runge-Kutta or Boris
method. These methods compute particle velocity based on the electric and magnetic
field present at their current location. The particles are them moved accordingly for a
given time-step. The time-step is a user defined parameter. The electric and magnetic
field can be manually set or imported as 3D or 2D field maps. Since it was impossible to
access a field map from the early magnet design, simulations including a magnetic field
assume a manually set field.
The simulation stops when all particles have hit the simulation boundaries or when
the requested number of time step is reached. The tracking results take the form of a csv
file with all particles initial and final positions and momentum. These are then fed to a
python script implementing the profile reconstruction.
2.4.3 Profile reconstruction
The method used to reconstruct the profiles from virtual-IPM results is relatively straight
forward. The final transverse position for each electron, that reached the detector region,
is summed in bins of 55 µm, the timepix3 pixel size. This depicts a rather perfect detector
with no losses, misalignment or dead-regions. A Gaussian function is fitted to the resulting
histogram to obtain the beam width ( ) and position (µ). The errors on the fit parameters
returned by the fitting function are then used as uncertainty on the beam position and
width. Finally a  2 goodness of fit test is performed to verify that the values resulting
from the fit can be trusted. Figure 2.10 shows an example of beam profile obtained with
this method.
The measured histogram is shown with blue data points, the vertical error bars
are the Poisson error and the horizontal ones are the bin size. The expected Gaussian
profile from the fit result is plotted as a red line with a +- 3 sigma interval in green. In
the text box are given the mean, standard deviation, lowest bin count and integral of the
profile distribution. The amplitude (P0), mean (P1) and sigma (P2) of the fitted Gaussian
function are also stated.
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Figure 2.10: Example of a simulation result with a bcms beam at extraction.
One might argue that the fitting step is unnecessary as the width and position of a
Gaussian function is simply the standard deviation and mean of the underlying distribu-
tion. This is true as long as the distribution is perfect (e.g. no missing or over/under filled
bin) and that it is truly Gaussian. This is, however, not often the case when considering
all the e↵ects causing distortions to the original ionisation electron distribution.
The method presented here is a simplified version of the one used for the real ps-bgi
data-sets. For this reason the detailed method is introduced in Chapter 6.
2.5 Simulation layout
In order to make a first assessment of the guiding electric field, the electric field map
from cst-Studio is evaluated (2.6.1). This map was generated using the 3D model of the
instrument and a cathode electric voltage of  20 kV as input. The individual components
of the electric field (Ex, Ey, Ez) are integrated along the Y axis, from the beam centre (Y
= 0mm) to the detector (Y =  45mm). Due to the irregular shape of the honeycomb
rf shield, present in the cst-Studio simulation, small ripples are visible in the integrated
fields (Figures 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13). The integrated electric fields provides a first order
approximation of the energy (longitudinal and transverse) electrons will receive from the
guiding field as they travel toward the detector. Although Ey and Ez do not directly a↵ect
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the profile measurement, large discrepancies in them could cause some electrons to drift
outside of the detector region or to not get enough kinetic energy for detection.
Virtual-ipm is then used to study the individual and combined e↵ect of the inhomo-
geneity of the electric field (2.6.2), ionisation process (2.6.3) and space charge (2.6.4) on
the measured beam profile. To evaluate the influence of each perturbation, the simulations
are at first performed without the addition of the magnetic field. It is then introduced
(2.6.6) to assess its e↵ectiveness at preserving the beam profile.
To evaluate the instrument margins in the electric and magnetic field strength,
simulations are either run with 3D field map corresponding to a cathode voltage range of
 10 kV to  20 kV for the electric field or 0T to 0.2T for the magnetic field. Moreover,
since the magnet is separate from the rest of the instrument, the e↵ect from a small
misalignment (0  to 10 ) between the magnetic and electric fields is studied (2.6.7). Finally
the case of the hl-lhc beam is studied (2.6.8) to ensure the relevance of the ps-bgi in the
future.
For all aforementioned cases, two values are evaluated, the di↵erence between the
beam position and the measured beam position ( µ) and the relative error between the
measured beam width and the real one ( err). These are calculated with
 µ = µmeasured   µbeam (2.11)
 err =
 measured    beam
 beam
(2.12)
where  measured and µmeasured are the beam size and position measured by the bgi.  beam
and µbeam are the real beam size and position given to virtual-ipm. A positive  err implies
a measured profile larger than expected and vice versa. The error on these quantities is
simply the error given by the fitting function. For clarity,  µ is referred as Beam position
shift.  err is referred as beam width error.
2.5.1 Virtual-IPM beam parameters
All simulations use the bcms beam parameters at injection and/or at extraction (see Table
2.1). This beam is selected because of its small size, leading to a large space-charge. This
makes it a worst case scenario, ensuring that the simulation result are conservative.
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Figure 2.11: Ex integrated along the Y axis. Top: surface plot. Bottom: contour plot.
2.5.2 Virtual-IPM general parameters
In order to neglect the statistical errors, each simulation creates ⇡ 100000 electrons (the
real number is randomised by virtual-ipm). The time-step is set to 0.13 ps, corresponding
to ⇡ 10000 steps per electron. The total simulation time for the case with an extraction
bcms beam is set to 13 ns, while in the case of an injection beam it is set to 400 ns.
These values are chosen based on the bunch length. Since the electrons reach the detector
before the next bunch arrives, only one bunch is simulated. When the ionisation process
is considered, the ionised gas is hydrogen. The simulation volume, in mm3, is set to the
ranges [-45, 45] in X, [-45, 35] in Y, and [-10, 10] in Z. This is slightly larger than the good
field region of the instrument.
2.6 Simulation results
2.6.1 Electrostatic simulations
The integral along the Y axis, from the beam centre (y = 0) to the detector, for each
component of the electric field map from CST-studio are presented in Figures 2.11, 2.12
and 2.13. For each, a surface plot and contour plot is given, the colour-map used is
CRMmap. The integrals are presented for an area (XZ) slightly larger than the detector
area ([-30:30] X, [-10:10] Z).
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Figure 2.12: Ey integrated along the Y axis. Top: surface plot. Bottom: contour plot.
Vx is following a positive slope (⇡ 22.5 kVm 1) along X ranging from  400V to
800V, while it remains relatively stable along Z. This slope is large enough to noticeably
shift the electrons trajectories. Its polarity hints that the electrons should globally have a
positive drift. Moreover, the slope in itself should causes electrons within the distribution
to drift more or less depending on their position along X, causing a broadening of the
measured profile. The slope in Vx can be explained by the field line leaking to the vacuum
vessel wall and Faraday cage. In addition, the asymmetry in the mechanical design along
the X axis (see Figure 2.9) shifts the zero crossing to ⇡  10mm.
Vy is relatively stable around  10 kV, with fluctuation few hundreds of volt in
amplitude. Moreover Vy tends to rise toward values close to 9 kV with X >0. These
fluctuations and rise are however too small to significantly a↵ect the electron detection in
the hpds.
Vz follows a positive slope (⇡ 35 kVm 1) along the Z axis, while it is relatively
constant on the X axis. This slope is explained by the fields lines leaking to the vacuum
vessel. Vz should have no direct e↵ects on the profile measurement. It will however cause
the electrons to slightly shift toward positive Z value.
For all cases presented above, the shape of the integrals is due to the instrument
mechanical geometries, while their amplitudes is defined by the cathode voltage. The fine
grained fluctuation (spikes) are caused by the honeycomb structure.
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Figure 2.13: Ez integrated along the Y axis. Top: surface plot. Bottom: contour plot.
2.6.2 E↵ect of the electric field
The quality of the electric field and its e↵ect on the beam profile measurement is first
studied by a scan of the cathode voltage, followed by a scan of the beam position relative
to the design orbit. In both cases, the magnetic field is not present, and the e↵ect from
the ionisation process and beam space charge are not considered.
2.6.2.1 Cathode voltage scan
The beam width error and beam position shift are presented in Figure 2.14. Both are
relatively constant with the cathode voltage. The beam width error at injection is slightly
lower (4.5%) than for the extraction beam (5%). For both beams a 490 µm beam position
shift is observed. These results are explained by the electrostatic simulation presented
earlier.
2.6.2.2 Position scan
The beam position is scanned across the X axis from  20 to 20mm. Two cases are studied,
the change in the vertical beam position (Y) and the change in the position of the particle
generation along Z (since the simulation only creates particles on a 2D XY plane).
The beam position shift is not significantly a↵ected by the position in Z, while the
position in Y may increase or decrease it slightly. In both cases the shift follows a quasi
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Figure 2.14: Cathode voltage scan. Left: Relative beam width error. Right: Beam
position shift. Both include results for the extraction (orange) and injection (blue) bcms
beam.
Figure 2.15: Beam position shift for X = [-20:20] mm. Left: Vertical scan Y = [-5:5]
mm. Right: Longitudinal scan Z = [-7:7] mm. These are presented for a BCMS beam at
extraction. The results at injection results were identical.
slope with a minimum of ⇡  0.65mm for X =  20mm and maximum of ⇡ 2.1mm at X
= 20mm.
The transverse beam position causes a large variation in the beam width error, with
a minimum of 5% at X = 0mm, two maximums 7% at X =  20mm and 12% at X =
20mm. This emanates from the fact that Vx (fig 2.11) is not constant across the X axis.
The vertical and longitudinal position a↵ect the beam width error by roughly 1 or 2%.
The results are almost identical for the injection and extraction beam, therefore only the
results for the extraction beam are presented.
The variations in the beam position shift and beam width error with the vertical
beam position are explained by the fact that the electrons have more or less time to drift
based on their starting position. The variation caused by the longitudinal position is
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Figure 2.16: Relative beam width error for X = [-20:20] mm. Left: Vertical scan Y =
[-5:5] mm. Right: Longitudinal scan Z = [-7:7] mm. These are presented for a BCMS
beam at extraction. The results at injection results were identical.
Figure 2.17: E↵ect of the ionisation process. Left: Relative beam width error. Right:
Beam position error. Both include results from simulation with the electric field extracted
from cst studio (cst) and from a perfect electric field (perf). The beam used is a bcms
at extraction (orange, green) and injection (blue, red).
probably caused by a small variation in Ex along the Z axis.
2.6.3 E↵ect of the ionisation process
The e↵ect of the ionisation process on the beam position and width is presented in
Figure 2.17. To decouple the perturbations caused by the ionisation process and the
electric field, both a perfectly vertical electric field and the field map given by cst-studio
are used for the simulations. In all the results presented, none of the profiles passed the
goodness of fit test. The beam profile is no longer Gaussian. For this reason, the profile
mean and standard deviation are given in place of the fit results.
Figure 2.17 (left) shows that, for the full cathode voltage range, the beam position
shift is not a↵ected by the ionisation process. This is valid for both the injection and
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extraction beam. The e↵ect of the cst-studio electric field appears to just add to the
ionisation process. The absence of a position shift stems from the fact that the ionisation
electrons scattering angle is randomly selected from a distribution similar to the one
presented in section 2.3.3 (fig 2.4). They are therefore kicked homogeneously transverse
to the beam trajectory.
The beam width error (fig 2.17 right) decreases as the cathode voltage increases.
The error is ⇡ 4 times stronger at extraction than at injection, with values exceeding
75%. The e↵ect of the cst-studio electric field seems to simply add to the ionisation
process.
The variation in the beam width error with the cathode voltage results from the
di↵erence in the electrons drift time. The change in electric field a↵ect the electrons
drift time, moderating their transverse drift. The di↵erence between the injection and
extraction beam stems from the di↵erence in beam width. The kick given to the ionisation
electrons is relatively similar in either cases. However, the beams have di↵erent sizes,
leading to a larger error for the smaller beam.
Figure 2.18: E↵ect of the beam space charge. Left: Relative beam size measurement error.
Right: Beam position error. Both include results from simulation with the electric field
extracted from cst studio (cst) and from a perfect electric field (perf). The beam used
is a bcms at extraction (orange, green) and injection (blue, red).
2.6.4 E↵ect of the beam space charge
The e↵ect of the beam space charge is presented in Figure 2.18. To decouple the pertur-
bations caused by the beam space charge and the electric field, both a perfectly vertical
electric field and the field map given by cst-studio were used for the simulations. Like for
the ionisation process results, all of the profiles failed the goodness of fit test. The profile
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Figure 2.19: Combined e↵ects of the electric field, ionisation process and beam space
charge. Left: Relative beam width error. Right: Beam position error. Both include
results for the extraction (orange) and injection (blue) bcms beam.
mean and standard deviation are given in place of the fit results.
The beam position shift is mostly una↵ected by the beam space charge. When the
e↵ect from the cst-studio electric field is added, the mean shift moves to 500 µm. At
injection, the beam size error is negative with values between  40 and  20%. The error
tends to reduce linearly with the increase in the cathode voltage. At extraction, the error
is positive with values above 300%. The error varies non-linearly with the cathode voltage.
The e↵ect of the cst-studio electric field seems to add an extra 5% of error to the e↵ect
of the space charge.
In the case of the injection beam, the large beam size and relatively weak beam space
charge, attract the electrons toward the beam centre. This causes the profile to shrink. In
the case of the extraction beam, the stronger beam space charge pulls the electrons past
the beam centre, causing the beam width to grow. The absence of beam position shift is
explained by the symmetric pull the beam space charge applies on the ionisation electrons.
2.6.5 Combined e↵ects
The electric field inhomogeneity, ionisation and space charge e↵ect are all included in the
simulation. The results of the combined perturbations is presented in Figure 2.19. Due to
the large distortion caused to the beam profiles, all of them failed the goodness of fit test.
The profiles mean and standard deviation are given in place of the fit results.
The beam position shift, both for injection and extraction, is centred around 500 µm.
Moreover there is no clear e↵ect from the change in cathode voltage. At extraction, the
beam width error is mostly above 300% with a non-linear response to the change in
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cathode voltage. At injection, the error decreases from 10% to 3% as the cathode voltage
increases. These values are lower than for the e↵ect of the space charge only.
These results indicate that the beam space charge is the dominating source of beam
width error, while the electric field causes the beam position shift. At injection, when
the beam space charge is weaker, the beam width error is almost compensated by the
ionisation process e↵ects.
2.6.6 E↵ect of the magnetic field
To compensate for the e↵ects detailed in the previous section, a 0.2T magnetic field is
introduced in the simulation. First a scan of the cathode voltage is performed, then a scan
of the magnetic field from 0T to 0.2T is done.
Figure 2.20: Corrective e↵ect of the magnetic field Left: Relative beam width error. Right:
Beam position error. Both include results for the extraction (orange) and injection (blue)
bcms beam.
2.6.6.1 Cathode voltage scan
The results of the cathode voltage scan are presented in Figure 2.20. For both the injection
and extraction cases, the beam position shift is mostly between  20 and 20 µm. While
the beam width is below 1%, there is no clear e↵ect from the change in cathode voltage.
All profiles presented here pass the goodness of fit test.
2.6.6.2 Magnetic field scan
The result of the magnetic field scan are presented in Figure 2.21. For the injection case,
both the beam position shift and width error remain withing acceptable values down to
0.03T. From there, the position shift moves toward 500 µm and the width error climbs
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to ⇡ 8%. All profiles expect the one with no magnetic field pass the goodness of fit test.
The profile mean and standard deviation are therefore used for this point.
For the extraction case, the beam position shift immediately increases as the mag-
netic field decreases. It ultimately stops at 500 µm. The beam width error remains below
1% down to 0.11T, it then increases to reach 300%. The profiles where the magnetic
field is above or equal to 0.11T all pass the goodness of fit test. The mean and standard
deviation are used for the value where the magnetic field is below 0.11T. To highlight
the e↵ect of the magnetic field on the measured profile, a comparison between profiles
measured with a magnetic field of 0T and 0.2T is given in Figure 2.22.
These results show that a magnetic field strength of 0.2T is largely su cient to
prevent profile distortions.
2.6.7 Consequence from a misaligned magnet
The angle between the magnetic field and guiding electric field (✓) is increased from 0  to
10 . Both a rotation in the X-Y and Z-Y planes are considered, the X-Z plane is ignored
since it does not a↵ect the vertical magnetic field component By. The magnetic field is
set to 0.2T and the  20 kV cst-studio electric field is used. The results are presented in
Figure 2.23.
In the case of a rotation in the X-Y plane, the beam position shift increases linearly
from 0 to  8mm; while the beam width error remains below 1% until ✓ ⇡ 5 , it then
continues to increase to reach ⇡ 2.5%. A rotation in the Z-Y plane causes a small beam
position shift (0mm to 0.25mm) and the beam width error remains below 1% for the full
rotation range. For both planes, there is no significant di↵erence between the injection
and extraction cases.
In conclusion, the e↵ect of a small rotation between the magnet and the instrument
do not cause significant profile distortions. However the mean shift is problematic as it
significantly reduces the aperture of the detector.
2.6.8 Corner Case
To conclude the simulations, a corner case is studied, the bcms beam at extraction with
the hl-lhc parameters (⇥2 intensity). Two scenario are considered, first the beam is at
the design orbit and second, it is shifted by 20mm in X. The latter corresponds to an
absolute worst case and is based on the position scan result of section 2.6.2. The magnetic
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Figure 2.21: Magnetic field scan from 0 to 0.2T. Left: relative beam width error. Right:
Beam position error. Results for the extraction (orange) and injection (blue) bcms beam
are presented
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Initial Beam
Size: 0.8 mm
Mean : 0 mm
Figure 2.22: Simulated beam profile measurement of a bcms beam at extraction with and
without magnetic field. The measurement with the magnetic field is not distorted and
provide the correct beam width (800 µm); while the measurement without magnetic field
is no longer representative of the beam profile.
Figure 2.23: Magnetic field misalignment scan from 0  to 10 . Left: Beam position error.
Right: Relative error on the beam width. Results for the X-Y plane (blue, orange) and
Z-Y plane (green, red) are presented for a bcms beam.
field is set to 0.2T and the  20 kV cst-studio electric field is used.
The results are presented in Figure 2.24. In both scenarios, the beam width error
is below 0.25% and the position shift is in the order of a few micro-metres. This result
shows that the magnetic field is successful at preserving the beam profile in what is the
worst possible scenario.
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Figure 2.24: Profiles from a hl-lhc bcms beam centred (left) and transversely shifted by
20mm (right).
2.7 Summary
The cern Proton Synchrotron and relevant lhc beams were introduced. The instru-
ment will principally be used to measure the nominal-lhc and bcms beams. These are
challenging to measure due to their small width and high intensity.
A concept for the instrument design which matches the performance requirements
was presented. It relies on the use of the ionisation electrons for the profile measurement.
These are guided and constrained by a vertical  286 kVm 1 electric field and 0.2T mag-
netic field.
The conceptual design was tested with simulations. These showed that:
• The instrument should perform as required, even in worst case scenarios, given that
a su ciently strong and well aligned magnetic field is applied.
• A magnetic field of 0.1T is enough to keep the error on the beam width measurement
below 1% with the current lhc beams.
• The absence of field shaping side-electrodes and new ion-trap design should not a↵ect
the performance of the instrument.
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Implementation
In the previous chapter, the instrument concept was introduced and validated. In this
chapter, the implementation of this concept into a proper design is presented in Section 3.2.
The main challenge of this implementation is to comply with the ps environment, which is
introduced in Section 3.1. The instrument detector is based on the Timepix3 hybrid pixel
detector. The motivations for this choice and its working principle are given in Section 3.3.
In order to operate, the Timepix3 requires a state of the art read-out system, which is
introduced in Section 3.4.
3.1 Environmental constraints
The instrument is allocated to the Straight Section 82 (SS82), presented in Figure 3.1.
Among the available locations, it was the least radioactive one. The section is 1m long
with no hard restriction on the width or height. The bgi shall be compatible with the ps
Figure 3.1: The Straight Section 82 before the ps-bgi installation.
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Ultra High Vacuum (<10 9mbar). A gas injection system is highly undesirable due to the
presence of ion beams in the PS, for which the ionisation cross-sections are four orders of
magnitude higher than for protons, leading to poor beam lifetime and stability. Molecular
hydrogen (H2) is assumed to dominate the residual gas composition in the instrument [64],
with a pressure range of 10 9 to 10 10mbar.
Since the ps vacuum system is not baked, a large amount of water (H2O) is also
expected. At this location the device will be exposed to a radiation dose estimated to
be between 1 to 10 kGy per year. This radiation might create background signals in
the instrument detector (see Chapter 6). Due to the restricted access to the ps during
the physics run, the device is only accessible for maintenance once every few months.
Moreover, vacuum interventions are only possible once a year, during the winter shutdown.
For these reasons the internal components of the bgi have to operate fault free for a
minimum duration of one year.
3.2 System design
The conceptual design was implemented as a mechanical design by the cern mechanical
design o ce under the supervision of the ps-bgi project team, the author included. For
clarity, the bgi mechanical design is divided in two parts, the atmospheric part and vac-
uum part. It is important to note that the ps-bgi design was realised under tight time
constraints, especially the detector and cooling system. This made the prototype design
focus on vacuum compatibility and radiation hardness.
3.2.1 Atmospheric part
The instrument vacuum chamber is presented in Figure 3.2, where five flanges are visible.
At the extremities, the connection to the ps is ensured with two conical flanges. The bgi is
bolted to a rectangular ConFlat (CF) flange and inserted in the rectangular compartment
in the centre. A spare DN40CF is unused and a DN63CF flange is used to connect to a
small ion pump (50 l s 1).
The instrument flange comprises two SHV20 high voltage feedthroughs to supply the
 20 kV to the cathode, a pair of sub-D78 feedthroughs for the digital communication with
the detector and one sub-D26 to power it. In addition, a cooling water inlet and outlet
pipe are present to connect to the ps chilled water cooling circuit. A pair of removable
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Figure 3.2: Left: Rendered image of the ps-bgi vacuum tank and instrument flange.
Right: Integration of the ps-bgi at SS82.
handles is present to help during transport, installation and maintenance. In order to meet
cern Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) standards and to not perturb the instrument magnetic
field, the vacuum chamber is entirely made of 316LN stainless steel.
The chamber is supported by a pair of clamps a xed to its extremities. These allow
for the precise alignment of the bgi and are attached to a standard support table bolted
to the floor. The magnet is supported from the table, making it independent from the
vacuum chamber. Its electrical and water cooling connections are made on the exterior of
the ps ring, while all the bgi connections are on the inside of the ring. A small rack under
the support table is used to host multiple electrical/optical patch panels and part of the
readout electronics.
3.2.2 Vacuum part
The in-vacuum part of the instrument is visible in Figure 3.3. A pair of support arms,
bolted to the flange, is used to support the cathode, anode, Faraday cage and detector sub-
assembly. A thin rigid copper wire connects one high voltage feedthrough to the cathode.
The cathode is isolated from the rest of the instrument by a set of ceramic spacers.
The Faraday cage protects the detector from the beam radio-frequency interference
and provides a low resistance passage for the beam mirror current. It is composed of the
anode, steel honeycomb and the copper top/side covers. A set of spring loaded steel balls
(not visible in the Figures) electrically connects the support arms to the vacuum chamber.
The instrument is entirely made of 316LN steel, with the exception of the Faraday
cage cover and side plates, which are made of oxygen-free copper. All fasteners in contact
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Figure 3.3: Rendered image of the ps-bgi vacuum parts.
Figure 3.4: Left: Rendered image of the detector sub-assembly. Right: close-up view of
the ceramic carrier board.
with steel parts are silver coated to reduce the chance of cold weld. In addition most of
them are vented to prevent the creation of virtual leaks during installation.
3.2.3 Detector sub-assembly
The detector sub-assembly, comprising the detector and the cooling system, sits under the
anode and Faraday cage, as in Figure 3.4. The detector is composed of four individual
Timepix3 Hybrid Pixel Detectors (hpds) placed side by side in a line perpendicular to
the beam direction. This configuration allows the detection surface to completely cover
the range of motion of the ps beams. The hpds are secured on the so-called ceramic
chip carrier board. The chip carrier is a two layer ceramic (Al2O3) Printed Circuit Board
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(pcb), which hosts the Timepix3 chips and connects the signals to a pair of Liquid Crystal
Polymer (lcp) Flexible Printed Cables (fpcs). The chip carrier connects to the flexible
cables via a set of low profile connectors. The flexible printed cables then directly connect
to the sub-D 78 vacuum feedthroughs. Each cable supports the signals of two Timepix3
chips.
The power for the Timepix3 is brought to the chip carrier by a set of bare copper
wires (not visible in the Figures). These are soldered to the pcb and individually mated
with the sub-D26 feedthrough. In order to prevent short circuits a ceramic-guide con-
straints these wires, while at the same time preventing the flexible cables from touching
the Faraday cage cover.
This architecture is driven by the need to produce a design with low outgassing
to pass the vacuum acceptance test set by the cern vacuum group. The low outgassing
constraint means that the design has to be simple, with as few parts as possible. Moreover,
the use of polymers has to be limited to a bare minimum and the materials/fabrication
technique have to be chosen accordingly. The detailed design, production and testing for
the detector electronics are presented in Chapter 4.
3.2.4 Cooling system
Each Timepix3 produces from 1W to 3W of heat when operated. Due to the lack of
natural convection, the detector is cooled using a liquid cooling circuit. Chilled 6  C
demineralised water from the ps water circuit is circulated in a thin steel pipe brazed to
a copper cold-head. The cold-head is attached to the support arms via a pair of steel
intercoolers designed to minimise heat transfer.
The detector is attached to the cold head by a four fastener placed in the corners of the
ceramic carrier board. A ceramic spacer is placed in between the carrier board and the
cold-head to electrically isolate them. This spacer is itself brazed to a copper bar, which
is in turn fastened to the cold-head.
In order to ensure proper thermal conductivity from the ceramic carrier to the ceramic
spacer, a 100 µm gold foil is inserted in between the two to act as a thermal interface.
Gold is selected for its ductility and high thermal conductivity. Graphite and indium were
also considered but were ultimately rejected due to their incompatibility with the vacuum
requirements. This assembly of the detector to the cold-head is referred to as the cooling
stack and is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The cooling stack thermally connect the HPDs to the chilled liquid. Left:
Exploded view (Ceramic carrier in false colours). Right: Schematic view.
To monitor the detector temperature, the Timepix3s internal temperature sensors are
used (see Section 3.4.1). These are however neither precise nor calibrated, providing only
a rough estimate of the system temperature. The addition of PT100 temperature sensors
was considered to make the temperature monitoring more precise, robust and reliable.
However, this addition complicated the design and was ultimately abandoned.
This cooling solution was simulated with a simplified model in Ref [65] but it could
not be tested prior to the bgi production due to time constraints. The overall cooling
performance was estimated to be su cient to operate the detector.
3.3 Detector choice
The ps-bgi detector is based on the Timepix3 hybrid pixel detector. The Timepix3 was
selected for it low noise floor, high sustained detection rate and high temporal resolution.
Allowing the bgi detector to reach the required profile measurement rate. Other impor-
tant criterion were its high radiation hardness, small form factor, high spacial resolution,
insensitivity to static magnetic field and the fact that cern is responsible for its design
and production.
3.3.1 Hybrid pixel detector
Hybrid pixel detectors are devices meant to detect and measure ionising radiation. They
combine a pixelated sensor and readout chip, which are soldered together. The sensor is
a matrix of p-n diodes - called pixels - reverse-biased to allow electrons or holes to be
collected by the readout chip. It is usually covered with a thin aluminium layer to prevent
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of a hybrid pixel detector. An inbound ionising particle is stopped
by the P-on-N sensor, creating electron hole pairs. A bias voltage is applied to create a
depletion zone within the sensor N-bulk. To show the di↵erence between depleted and
non-depleted zone, the depletion zone is intentionally depicted smaller than it is in a fully
depleted sensor, where it would extend all the way to the N+ layer. The holes present in
the depletion zone are collected by the readout chip, the rest are lost to the thin, almost
conductive, N+ layer.
light from reaching the silicon, which would otherwise create a noise source in the sensor.
The readout chip comprises a matrix of readout channels that matches the size and pitch
of the sensor. Each readout channel amplifies and then digitises the charge from each
sensor pixel.
The working principle of hpds is illustrated in Figure 3.6. An incident ionising
radiation is stopped by the sensor, creating electron hole pairs. These are then separated
by a biasing electric field and depending on the sensor type, either electrons or holes are
collected by the readout chip. If the charge collected by a pixel reaches a certain predefined
threshold, the pixel records information such as the energy, location and time of this
event. The data from each event is then temporarily stored and read-out o↵ the chip by a
dedicated readout system. The term event relates to the interaction between an ionising
radiation and the sensor, and the information that is subsequently recorded/transmitted
by the readout chip.
3.3.2 The Medipix Timepix3 readout chip
The Timepix3 is a pixelated readout chip, designed by the Medipix collaboration [66]. It
is a faster and more capable evolution of the Timepix chip [67]. The Timepix3 is visible
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Figure 3.7: Left: Picture of a Timepix3 and silicon sensor mounted on a Medipix chip-
board. The Timepix3, connected via a multitude of wire-bonds, sits under the sensor. The
sensor is non-metalised, only a frame of aluminium is kept to connect the bias voltage.
Right: Schematic layout of the Timepix3. Each pixel is read-out by a 2-by-4 super-pixel,
which is itself read-out by a double-column.
in Figure 3.7. The chip’s physical layout is composed of the pixel matrix, active periphery
and wire-bond pads. The pixel matrix is populated with an array of 256 by 256 pixels,
each 55 µm by 55 µm, for a total detection area of 14mm by 14mm. Each pixel can
individually record the so called Time of Arrival (ToA) and Time over Threshold (ToT) of
an event. These are presented in Figure 3.8. Moreover, the pixel position is intrinsically
known in terms of row and column coordinates. The ToA is a time-stamp corresponding
to the moment the charge collected by the pixel exceed the input threshold. Its clock runs
at 40MHz, resulting in a basic resolution of 25 ns. In addition, a fast ToA (fToA) running
o↵ a 640MHz clock can be used, improving the resolution further to 1.56 ns. The ToT
is the time it takes for the charge stored in the pixel to decay below the threshold. If
properly calibrated [68], it can yield the amount of charges collected in the pixel, which
is directly related to the incident particle energy if it stops in the sensor. The minimum
usable threshold is ⇡ 500 electrons [47].
The active periphery allows the user to control the chip. With actions such as
enabling the digital shutter signal or setting the pixels matrix thresholds. The chip, when
operated at 40MHz, can detect and process up to 40 MEvent/s. Events can be read-out
with two main schemes; data-driven or frame based. In data-driven, events are read-out
from the chips as they come, while in frame based, events are read-out only after the
shutter is closed. Both schemes are zero-suppressed, meaning that only pixels with events
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Figure 3.8: Example of an event’s charge collected in a Timepix3 pixel. The Time of
Arrival and Time over Threshold are presented.
are read-out. The transmission of events o↵-chip is achieved by a set of eight Scalable
Low Voltage Signalling (slvs) links. These can be used at speeds ranging from 80 to
640Mbit s 1 for a total maximum throughput of 5.12Gbit s 1.
One edge of the Timepix3 is used to connect the power, control and output signals
to a pcb using wire-bonds. The three remaining edges may be used to tile Timepix3 chips
together, increasing the detection surface.
3.3.3 Sensor choice
The Timepix3 can be paired with crystalline, mcp or gas-filled sensors. The sensors
selected for the ps-bgi detector are 100 µm thick, edge-less and made of silicon with either
a P+ implant in a N bulk (P-on-N) or N+ implant in a P bulk (N-on-P) pixel structure
(see Figure 3.9). The P-on-N sensors are completely non-metallised, while the N-on-P
sensors have a small aluminum band covering their first and last two rows. These bands
are used to connect the bias wire to the sensor surface. The surface (<1 µm) of the sensor
is N+ doped by default. This layer has a much lower resistivity than the bulk and allows
the bias voltage to spread more uniformly.
Silicon is chosen for its availability and its relatively low average ionisation energy
of 3.6 eV, making it suitable for the detection of low energy electrons. An electron with
10 keV of kinetic energy would on average creates 2780 electron hole pairs in the sensor,
which is largely above the 500 electrons limit of the Timepix3. However, this number is
rather idealistic as a fraction of these pairs will be lost in the N+ layer and to other e↵ects
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the two types of sensor used in the ps-bgi detector. On the left
half, a P-on-N sensor is presented, while the right half presents a N-on-P type. The blue
region is the depletion region extending from the implant to the surface.
(recombination, trapping).
The average ionisation-electrons penetration depth in a silicon sensor (Rsi) can be
estimated using the Continuous Slowing Down Approximation (csda) range
Rsi =
CSDArange
⇢si
(3.1)
with ⇢si the density of silicon (2.329 g cm 3). The nist estar [69] database gives the csda
range for 10 keV electron in silicon at 3.461⇥ 10 4 g cm 2, which makes the penetration
depth ⇡ 1.5 µm. The sensor thickness of 100 µm was chosen over the more standard
300 µm to reduce the drift distance of the deposited charge, thus reducing the drift-time
and limiting the amount of charges trapped in the sensor. In comparison, the electron
penetration depth in aluminium is ⇡ 1.31 µm. The sensor surface metallisation would
therefore prevent ionisation electrons from reaching the silicon, hence the aforementioned
use on non-metallised sensors only.
P-on-N sensors were initially selected for the project as they are standard and were
successfully tested for the detection of low energy electrons (<5 keV) with a Timepix and
the calibration system of a retired sps bgi [50]. These sensor equipped the first prototypes
of the detector, named mki.
However, P-on-N sensors undergo type inversion when exposed to a significant flu-
ence of ionising radiation (⇡1⇥ 1013 proton/cm2) [70,71]. This process converts the sensor
N-type bulk into a P-type bulk. This causes the depletion voltage to decrease until it be-
comes null, to then increase linearly with the fluence. The transient period where the
depletion voltage is null prevents the sensor from collecting charges and therefore prevents
it from being used. This is problematic as the ps-bgi would become unusable for a period
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of time dependent on the beam loss at its location. The fluence at the ps straight sec-
tion 82 is currently unknown but it is certainly below the one observed at the ps straight
section 3; which is in the order of 1⇥ 1013 proton/cm2/year
To mitigate the possibility of type-inversion, a small batch of N-on-P sensors were
procured. As opposed to P-on-N sensors, the depletion voltage of N-on-P sensors only
increases linearly with fluence. This prevents the sensors to become ine↵ective when
irradiated and therefore increases its e↵ective lifetime. For this reason, another detector
prototype — named mkii — was equipped with N-on-P sensors.
3.4 Control and readout system architecture
The control and readout system is a suite of hardware and software components responsible
for the communication with the detector. Its main role is to allow a user to control the
detector and to receive/manage the very large amount of data transmitted by the detector
during an acquisition.
Although spidr [72], a commercial readout system for the Timepix3 exists, it could
not o↵er the specific functionality required to operate the ps-bgi detector and is not
compatible with operation in a radiation environment. For this reason a new readout
system was designed and implemented by the ps-bgi team. This new readout would
need to handle the large data rate created by the detector (4⇥ 5.12Gbit s 1) and have
the possibility to be integrated in the cern infrastructure. As an added challenge, the
Timepix3 slvs links can only transmit data for a short distance (<2m) forcing part of
the readout system to be located in the ps radioactive environment.
The architecture devised for the readout is presented in Figure 3.10. The detector
is controlled by a specialised software running on the Data Acquisition (daq) computer.
The daq computer communicates via an Ethernet link to the back-end, which handle the
data to/from the front-end as well as maintains the detector synchronisation with the ps
timing. An ⇡ 150m optical fibre link connects the back-end and front-end. The front-
end, a radiation tolerant electronic board located just under the ps-bgi, acts as a bridge
between the short range slvs link of the Timepix3s and the long range optical fiber link.
During data acquisition periods, the data streaming from the detector are bu↵ered in the
back-end before being sent to the daq computer for long term storage. The back-end
and daq computer are located in a counting room that is accessible anytime, while the
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Figure 3.10: ps-bgi readout architecture diagram.
front-end is only accessible once every few months during ps maintenance periods.
The development of the control and readout system was initially the responsibility
of the author, it was however transferred to H.Sandberg whom did the vast majority of
the work presented in this section. Details regarding his work are available here [73]. The
author contributed to the readout system by designing the interconnection between the
flange and the readout (pcb design and cable selection), and the o↵-line mode of the daq
software (see Section 3.4.3).
3.4.1 Front-end
The front-end is implemented on the gbt-based Expendable Front-End (gefe) board
[74]. It is a versatile, radiation-tolerant, Field Programmable Gate Array (fpga) board
developed by the be-bi group at cern. The gefe provides a bi-directional 4.8 Gbps optical
link based on the gbtx [75] and vtrx [76], a Microsemi ProAsic3 fpga [77] and fpga
Mezzanine Card (fmc) connector. The gbtx and vtrx are radiation tolerant components
developed to implement high speed optical links for cern lhc experiments. The gefe is
tested for a Total Ionisation Dose (tid) of 750Gy, which corresponds to the point were the
fpga fails. The detector connects to the gefe via a set of interface boards and Ethernet
cables, linking the sub-D78 vacuum flange feedthrough and the gefe fmc. In addition,
an Arduino board [78] provides a simple Analog to Digital Converter (adc) to monitor
the Timepix3 internal temperature sensors.
The gefe fpga runs a custom firmware, named Water-Bear. This firmware im-
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Figure 3.11: be-bi gefe fpga front-end board.
plements the interface to communicate with the four Timepix3 chips and the interface
to send/receive data to/from the gbtx. Timepix3 data is packed into bgt frames for
transmission with the gbtx or gbtx frames unpacked for transmission to the Timepix3.
The firmware also provides a reference clock to all four Timepix3 chips and ensures that
they receive control signals synchronously.
This implementation of the front-end is limited by the fpga Inputs/Outputs (ios)
performance. The speed at which the fpga can receive data from a Timepix3 slvs link
is capped at 80 Mbps. As a consequence, the event rate sustainable by the detector drops
by a factor eight, from 4 ⇥ 80 MEvent/s to 4 ⇥ 10 MEvent/s. This reduces the expected
data rate from 20.5 Gbps to 2.5 Gbps, allowing all the detector data to be handled by a
single gefe board.
This front-end solution was adopted despite its technical limitation due to the imme-
diate availability of the gefe, drastically reducing the time required to have a functional
readout system and instrument. A new front-end designed to sustain the maximum event
rate (4 ⇥ 80 MEvent/s) will be implemented during cern long shutdown 2 (2019-2020).
3.4.2 Back-end
The back-end is implemented on a vc707 Xilinx development board [79]. This board
hosts a Virtex-7 fpga, a 1 Gb ram module a 1G Ethernet connection and can support
a sfp+ optical module. The firmware implemented in the Virtex-7 is called Polar-Bear.
It uses a gbt interface to communicate with the front-end and an IPbus [80] interface to
communicate with the daq computer. IPbus is a control system based on Ethernet which
was developed for the cms experiment [81]. It was selected for its availability and relatively
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Figure 3.12: Panda readout software functional diagram.
simple implementation in the readout chain. In addition, the back-end is connected to
the ps timing and is responsible for triggering the detector synchronously with the beam
injection.
This implementation of the back-end is limited by the speed at which data can be
transmitted to the daq computer. The front-end sends data at 2.56 Gbps while the back-
end can only pipe data to the daq computer at 600 Mbps. For this reason, the ram is
used to bu↵er the surplus of events during an acquisition.
3.4.3 DAQ software
The daq software, called Panda, runs on the daq computer. It is written in C++ and
provides a user with a Graphical User Interface (gui) to have complete control of the
readout chain (back-end, front-end) and the four Timepix3s. Panda also provides an on-
line visualisation of the detector data, an o↵-line mode to record acquisition data to the
disc and a suite of post processing tools.
A functional diagram of the daq software is presented in Figure 3.12. In on-line
visualisation mode, the raw data received from the back-end is consumed to produce an
image and it cannot be stored to disk. The term raw data refers to the individual events
sent by the Timepix3. The decoded raw data can be used to produce a 2-dimensional
image of the pixel surface showing either pixel counts or ToT values, integrated over a
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defined time window. In the count map the colour corresponds to the number of counts
in this time window, while for the ToT map the colour corresponds to the integral of the
ToT values over the period of the time window. The event coordinates (row, column) are
matched to scaled pixels on-screen to create the image. This mode is mainly used to setup
the detector in preparation for a data acquisition run.
Once the detector is properly set, data are recorded to disk for later o✏ine analysis
by means of high-speed multi-threaded processes. The multi-threaded programme receives
a stream of data from the back-end, decodes it to retrieve the individual events and stores
the data in a Protocol Bu↵er [82] object. This object is then stored as a bit stream in a
file on the daq computer for later analysis. The post processing tools may then be used
to apply filtering and produce beam profiles.
In the early stages of the readout system development, the back-end could not store
data in the ram and the total readout speed was therefore limited to the ipbus 600 Mpbs
bandwidth. For this reason raw data recording was separated from the live visualisation
in order to gain speed and maximise the amount of data stored by the system.
3.4.4 Support systems
In addition to the equipment described so far in this chapter, the bgi requires a plethora
of smaller support systems such as:
• High Voltage power supply
• Low voltage power supplies for the detector and readout system
• Bias voltage / current-meter supply for the Timepix3 bias
• Environmental sensors (flow meter, valves, humidity, temperature sensors...)
All of these are controlled by a Programmable Logic Controller (plc) unit. The
plc is in charge of monitoring all the variables (voltage, current, temperature, etc.) and
to control the system accordingly. It implements all important safeguards, preventing the
user to damage the detector. For instance a user cannot turn on the detector if the cooling
system is not activated.
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3.5 Summary
The concept presented in chapter 2 has been implemented in a real device. The complete
mechanical design of the ps-bgi was presented. The concept of hybrid pixel detector and
a concise description of the Timepix3 was given. A new radiation tolerant readout system
was developed for the ps-bgi.
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Prototype work
An important part of the r&d work realised for the ps-bgi project is the design of the
detector electronics. Designing a detector which is compatible with the ps ultra high
vacuum is challenging. The common use of polymers and adhesive in standard electronics
makes them mostly incompatible with vacuum. In addition the radiation level present
in the close vicinity of the ps beam is significant and limits even further the degree of
freedom available for the design.
Once designed, the detector parts were built and assembled. The completed detector
was then tested to verify that it was fit for final assembly in the instrument. The detailed
design of the detector is given in section 4.1. Its fabrication is presented in section 4.2.
The testing performed on the detector is presented in section 4.3.
4.1 Electronics design
4.1.1 Ceramic chip carrier
The ceramic chip carrier is a two sided Printed Circuit Board (pcb), shown in figure
4.1, comprising four Timepix3 hpds, their 64 decoupling capacitors and six low-profile
connectors. The board shape is a square of 114.3 by 114.3 mm, with M3 holes in each
corner to fasten it to the cooling stack. The board is made of a 635 µm thick electronic
grade Al2O3 substrate. This ceramic has the advantages of: a high dielectric constant that
reduces dielectric signal losses; a thermal expansion matching silicon; and low degassing in
vacuum. The top layer of the pcb is dedicated to the Timepix3 signals and power traces,
while the bottom layer is mainly used for the ground. The metallisation is composed of a
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Figure 4.1: Left: Picture of a chip carrier board before assembly of the hpds. Right:
Complete chip carrier board with N-on-P assemblies. The flexible cables and the power
delivery copper wires are visible at the bottom.
Ti/Cu/Ni/Au stack with the copper being ⇡12 µm thick. The Ti layer is deposited using
a thin film sputtering process, while the other layers are chemically formed. To prevent
vacuum degassing, the standard polymer solder-mask used to protect pcb tracks is not
applied.
The four hybrid pixel detectors are named chip one to four, chip one being the closest
to the low-profile connectors. The chips are placed on the top side with 180 µm of spacing
at their base. The sensor on the Timepix3 extends by ⇡50 µm, leaving an expected 80 µm
of spacing between them. The Timepix3 are oriented in the beam direction, two looking
upstream and two downstream in an alternating pattern. This configuration is required
in order to route all four Timepix3 signals with only the top metal layer.
The Timepix3’s are electrically connected with 25 µm aluminium wire-bonds to a
custom footprint on the chip carrier. A total of 17 di↵erential pairs is required to com-
municate and control each Timepix3. The voltage for the pixel analog front-end, digital
circuitry and ground add an additional 66 power connections per chip. This footprint
is visible in figure 4.2, the tracks connecting to it are 30 µm wide with 30 µm spacing.
The power connection are brought from the solder pads at the edge of the board to the
front of each chip, while all signals are routed under the chip toward the connectors. To
avoid short circuits, the Timepix3 are attached to the pcb using a thermally conductive
but electrically isolating thermoplastic adhesive (Staystik [83]) or an epoxy with similar
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Figure 4.2: Close view of the Timepix3 footprint on the chip carrier. The centre is
dedicated to the Timepix3 signals. The large metallised bands on the chip carrier are,
from the ground and input voltages. The image is a composite of three separate images.
Figure 4.3: Left: P-on-N sensors without metallisation. The conductive epoxy and wire
are visible at the centre. Some di↵erential pairs of the chip carrier are also visible in the top
left corner. Right: N-on-P sensors with the aluminium band, the wire-bonds connecting
the two sensors are visible at the centre.
properties (epo-tek h70e [84]).
The bias voltage is connected to chip one and chip four sensors using wire-bonds.
All sensor are interconnected to spread the voltage to chip two and three. Since the P-
on-N sensors do not have any metallisation, they require the bias wire to be secured on
the sensor using a conductive epoxy. On the other hand, the N-on-P sensors have the
bias wires bonded directly to their aluminium strip. The former was used for the mki
prototypes, while the latter was used for the mkii prototype. These di↵erent methods are
visible in figure 4.3.
Although both methods have the disadvantage of masking part of the sensor sur-
face, the method relying on conductive epoxy yielded an inhomogeneous masking and
approximate result.
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All di↵erential pairs on the board are designed to have a 100⌦ di↵erential impedance.
This was verified using Ansys hfss [85], a 3D electromagnetic field solver. To limit the
risk of cross-talk between the pairs, the spacing between them is maximised (⇡300 µm).
To lower the voltage drop on the Timepix3 power lines, these are made as wide (2mm
to 5mm) and as thick as possible (12 µm). The power is brought to the chip carrier by
ten 0.5mm diameter solid copper wires directly connecting to the flange sub-D26 vac-
uum feedthrough. These are selected for their negligible resistance and better vacuum
compatibility compared to tracks on a flexible printed cable.
Each Timepix3 requires 16 decoupling capacitors, four 10 nF, two 100 nF, two 4.7 µF,
for its input voltages. These act as low pass filter to stabilise the chip input voltages,
preventing sudden voltage drop which would cause the Timepix3 to malfunction. The
capacitors are Multi-Layer Ceramic Capacitors (mlcc), selected for their radiation toler-
ance, vacuum compatibility and small form factor. They are placed as close as possible to
the chips, while still allowing to perform the wire-bonding. The largest ones (4.7 µF) are
too thick to fit on the top layer, they are therefore placed on the bottom side.
The connection to the fpcs is performed by the molex slimstack [86] low-profile
connectors. They are placed by groups of three on the lower edge of the chip carrier.
Each groups accommodates the signals for two Timepix3 plus the connection for two bias
lines. To prevent signal distortions and cross-talk, di↵erential pairs are interleaved by
ground line at the connector. These connectors were selected for their mated height of
0.6mm, small size and the use of Liquid Crystal Polymer (lcp) as base material. The
low mated height allows the flexible cables to connect without being in contact with the
instrument anode. The small size and use of lcp reduced vacuum degassing. A downside
of using these connectors is their short life expectancy (⇡ 50 mating cycles), which limits
the possibility to test the system in the lab.
4.1.2 Flexible cable
The flexible cables are a pair of two layer flexible printed cables, each comprising three
low-profile connectors and an array of high-density sub-D pins. They are presented in
figure 4.4. The cables are roughly 240mm long by 25mm wide. Their shape is tailored to
connect to the chip carrier, while bending 90  to connect with the flange sub-D78 vacuum
feedthroughs. Moreover, their surface area is trimmed down to a minimum to reduce the
potential vacuum degassing.
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Figure 4.4: Left and right flexible printed cable. The version presented in this picture is
made in Kapton and includes the solder-mask. The lcp cables were immediately installed
after reception, no picture of them before the installation exists.
The cable substrate is a 100 µm thick liquid crystal polymer. lcp was chosen for its
extremely low water absorption and low vacuum degassing according to NASA material
database [87]. However, at the time of design, it was not yet tested and approved at cern
for use in the accelerator vacuum. The other alternatives such as Kapton and special
polyimides were either known to be not compatible with our vacuum requirements or
prohibitively expensive.
The cables metallisation is a single 25 µm layer of copper. To limit vacuum degassing
no solder-mask is applied. Furthermore, the cables are limited to two layer since the
process required to make higher layer count uses adhesives not compatible with the vacuum
requirements.
The cables top layer is used for the Timepix3 digital signals and bias voltage, while
the bottom layer is grounded. The di↵erential pairs are designed to have a 100⌦ di↵er-
ential impedance, resulting in a track width of 75 µm and spacing of 100 µm.
The low profile connectors are arranged to perfectly mate with their counterpart on
the chip carrier. In order to strengthen the connector region and avoid unwanted breakage,
a solid sti↵ener should be glued to the cable. However, due to the vacuum requirements,
this cannot be done. As a consequence the mating of the cables with the chip carrier is a
very delicate operation and it is highly unlikely that they would survive unmating, so are
therefore considered single use cables.
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Figure 4.5: Individually soldered sub-D pins are used to connect to the feedthrough.
Since no vacuum compatible sub-D78 connector existed, the connection to the
feedthrough is achieved by directly soldering sub-D crimping pins to the lcp cables.
Moreover, the impossibility to use a sti↵ener makes the mating of the cables with the
feedthrough require special tooling.
In order to allow for the design to be tested in the lab, the cables were produced in
kapton with and without sti↵eners. The lcp cables were preserved for the final assembly
of the instrument.
4.1.3 Detector power and support electronics
In addition to the main vacuum electronics, a set of custom electronic boards are used
to power the detector and connect it to the readout system. These are briefly introduced
below.
4.1.3.1 Detector power scheme
Each Timepix3 requires two separate 1.5V voltage rail, one to power its analog front-end
and one to power its digital circuitry. In nominal configuration, the analog side draws a
constant current of ⇡0.5A, while the digital side draws 0.5A when idle and up to 1A when
under load. Ideally these voltages shall be as stable as possible, their stability defines the
the stability of the Timepix3. The analog voltage is especially important, since it is used
as a reference for the Timepix3 threshold. For this reason analog and digital voltages are
usually separated, the analog is supplied by a linear voltage converter and both voltages
are supplied as close as possible to the chips to reduce e↵ects from long copper lines.
Typical power delivery schemes include a pair of low voltage dc/dc converters on
the same board as the Timepix3. However, due to our vacuum requirements, having
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Figure 4.6: The Hydra power board. The board presented in this picture is configured for
a usage in parallel.
radiation tolerant dc/dc converters on the chip carrier is impossible.
As a consequence, the Timepix3 voltages are provided by Hydra power boards placed
on the flange of the instrument. This board, presented in figure 4.6, hosts a pair of radiation
tolerant dc/dc FeastMP converters. The dc/dc FeastMP is a switched mode step-down
converter made by cern [88]. It was chosen for its availability and high tolerance to Single
Event Upsets (seu). The Hydra board receives a 10V input and convert it to two 1.55V
with a maximum power of 10W each. Alternatively the Hydra can be operated in a cold
redundancy mode where only one 1.55V output is provided. This mode is not used in the
ps-bgi.
Two hydra board are used to power the detector, one board provides the analog and
digital voltages for chip one and chip three, while the other powers chip two and four. As
a consequence chip one/three and chip two/four share their digital and analogue voltages.
This configuration is chosen because the analogue and digital supply shall be separated
to lower the noise on the analog side. Moreover a single feast module could not power all
four Timepix3 at once.
To estimate the voltage drop caused by the long path between the feastMP and
the Timepix3, the resistive path between those was modelled as resistor network. A drop
between 30mV to 70mV is expected. The main bottleneck is the carrier board, causing
most of the drop. Moreover the Timepix3 power lines have di↵erent lengths and size for
each chip causing the drop to increase between chip one and chip four. In an attempt
at mitigating this issue, the voltage provided by the Hydra board is bumped to 1.55V.
Enlarging the tracks on the chip carrier was not an option as there was no space left on
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the board.
As it is mentioned in chapter 5, this solution is working but instabilities in the power
delivery have been observed.
4.1.3.2 Flange board and sub-D78 board
The sub-D78 board connects the airside of the sub-D78 vacuum feedthroughs to the front-
end readout. It has on one side a pair of sub-D78 connectors and on the other a set of
RJ45 connectors.
The flange board is a patch panel board connecting the hydra boards to the sub-D26
feedthrough. It also comprises connections for environmental sensors used to monitor the
instrument surroundings.
4.2 Fabrication
This section details the fabrication, assembly and procurement of the chip carrier and
flexible cables.
4.2.1 Chip carrier
The hybrid pixel detectors were sourced from Advacam [89]. The company produces the
sensor and bump bonds it to the Timepix3. The assemblies delivered are guaranteed to
be functional with minimal defects. As said in chapter 3, two batches of assemblies were
procured. The first batch with P-on-N sensors was fully tested with the help of J.Alozy
(cern Medipix). The test included communication with the Timepix3 and detection of
particles from Fe55 and Sr90 radioactive sources. The capacitors and low-profile connectors
did not require testing and were procured through standard electronics suppliers.
The chip carrier board were produced by Hightec [90] a Swiss based company. Due
to technical issues they experienced, the production of the boards took approximately
four months. In total five boards were ordered. Out of those, Hightec fully assembled two
boards with P-on-N assemblies attached with epoxy. These are subsequently referred to
as mki board one and two. The first assembled board ran into an issue where some epoxy
covered some of the wire-bonding pads, preventing chip two from being connected. For
this reason this board was not considered for installation in the ps. Later, a third board
was assembled by the cern electronics assembly workshop and bonding lab, with N-on-P
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assemblies attached with Staystik. This board is referred to as the mkii board.
The reason for the di↵erence in adhesive is that at first the epoxy was considered
a better choice for vacuum, but it was letter proven wrong by testing the Staystik. In
both cases the bare copper wires used to connect to the flange sub-d26 feedthrough were
soldered by the cern workshop after assembly of all other components. The boards were
cleaned (where possible), visually inspected for defects and stored in a hermetic plastic
box.
4.2.2 Flexible printed cables
The production of the flexible printed cables was first given to qpi bv (now renamed
Fineline qpi bv) [91] a pcb producer based in the Netherlands. However, the production
was not successful and so a second attempt was made the cern electronics workshop,
which ultimately proved successful.
The lcp was sourced from Panasonic in the form of copper clad laminates [92]. This
new material integrated seamlessly in the standard flexible pcb process.
The lack of a solder-mask made the assembly of the sud-D78 notoriously di cult.
The small gaps between solder-pads were prone to solder bridges and the thin lcp was
easy to melt with the soldering equipment. The process ended up being entirely manual.
Nonetheless the production was fairly successful and only a couple of board were discarded
after visual inspection.
4.3 Detector testing
Once assembled, the chip boards and flexible cables were subjected to a series of tests
to determine whether or not they were working properly and could be installed in the
instrument. These tests were incremental and comprised basic electrical tests, vacuum
acceptance testing, testing of the cooling system and HPDs sensor testing. Finally the
detection of low energy particles was verified with a weak Fe55 radioactive source.
Due to the various delays these test were performed in the days preceding the final
assembly and installation of the instrument.
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4.3.1 Electrical tests
Due to the facts that the Timepix3 wire-bonds are exposed, that the boards do not have
solder-mask and that the feature size on the boards is relatively small, electrical failure
related to light mechanical damages can occur. It is therefore crucial to ensure that the
chips are properly connected and that no short circuits are present. In order to verify this,
the following test procedure is employed.
The chip board was installed in a partially assembled ps-bgi. In function of when
the test was performed, final assembly or first test, the semi-rigid Kapton cables or the
lcp cables were used to connect to the flange. The chip board was powered by a bench
power supply. The analog and digital voltage were set to 1.55V to account for the voltage
drop in the cables. The readout system was connected to the flange and controlled by a
laptop. The cooling system was inactive, the detector was cooled by passive air cooling.
At first, the chips were powered-on one by one and their power consumption was
monitored. If no anomaly was detected, the readout system was connected and the test
was repeated. The readout system was used to verify that the Timepix3 could receive
commands and that the SLVS readout links were all sending data properly.
This test showed that none of the assembled board were defect-free. Both mki boards
have connection problem with chip three, while the mkii board has a small connection
problem with a non-critical signal. This prevented the Timepix3 chip from being properly
tested and calibrated, but it could still be used. Despite this, the mki board two and the
mkii board were cleared for installation as there was no time to prepare replacements.
4.3.2 Vacuum acceptance testing
In order for the detector to be installed in the ps it needs to pass a vacuum acceptance
test. This test assess the total degassing of the components and the composition of the
gas released. These two aspects are important as they a↵ect the lifetime of the beam
circulating in the machine. The tested parts are placed in a test chamber where the
background gas pressure and gas composition have already been measured. The degassing
is estimated from the chamber pressure and the e↵ective pumping speed, while the gas
composition is measured using a Residual Gas Analysis (rga) device.
The degassing limit for the ps-bgi is set to 5⇥ 10 6mbar l s 1. The criterion for the
gas composition is that all gas species with mass between 18 and 44 u shall have individual
concentration a hundred time lower than that of water (18 u) and that gas species between
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Table 4.1: Measured vacuum degassing from the chip boards and flexible cable after 24h
pump-down.
mki
board 1
mki
board 2
mkii
board
lcp
flexible cable
Vacuum Degassing [mbar l s 1]
(After 24h pump-down)
3.5⇥ 10 6 1.8⇥ 10 6 3.4⇥ 10 7 2.2⇥ 10 6
44 and 100 u shall have concentration 1000 times lower than that of water.
All assembled chip boards and one flexible cable were tested individually. The results
for the degassing rate is presented in table 4.1. The details of the testing procedure and
rga scans are available in these cern edms documents [93, 94]. All tested parts have
successfully passed. Nonetheless one can observe that the two detector assembled with
epoxy have a degassing significantly higher than that of the one assembled with Staystik.
4.3.3 Cooling system testing
The aim of this test is to ensure that the cooling system is e↵ectively cooling the detector
in vacuum. This test was performed on chip boards that were assembled on the real ps-bgi
during the assembly of the instrument. For this reason, only the mki board two and the
mkii board were tested. The test is setup as follows.
A partially assembled ps-bgi with the detector, flexible cables and cooling stack is
inserted in the instrument vacuum chamber. The water cooling circuit is connected to
a portable lab chiller. The electrical tests presented earlier is repeated to ensure proper
connections before the vacuum chamber is sealed. The detector is turned on and the chips
temperature is monitored using the TPX3 internal temperature sensor and the readout
system. The chiller is turned-on with 15  C water to avoid condensation. The detector is
powered-on and the chamber is pump-down to a pressure close to 1⇥ 10 5mbar. At this
pressure the contribution from convective air cooling is negligible. The water temperature
is then finally lowered to 5  C.
To mitigate the risk of damaging the detector, in the event of a malfunction of the
cooling system, the heat load is limited to two Timepix3 at the start. This results in a
heat load of ⇡3W. In these conditions both chip boards displayed a similar steady state
temperature of ⇡50  C. The two remaining Timepix3 are then powered-on, bringing the
heat load to ⇡6W. With this load the mkii board reaches a steady state temperature of
⇡85  C, while the mki board reaches ⇡90  C.
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These results showed that the cooling system is e↵ectively cooling the detector. the
di↵erence between the two board temperature can be explained by the fact that the gold
foil used in the cooling stack is manually applied and that the pressure on the fastener
can vary.
The steady state temperature each detector reached is in the upper limit of what
is considered safe. Moreover, during data acquisition the heat load of the Timepix3 can
rise to 4W, which could drive the detector temperature above ⇡100  C. For this reason,
methods to mitigate the detector heating are put in place. These are presented in chapter
5.
4.3.4 Detector bias current
In order to verify that the bias voltage is properly connected to the sensors, it is scanned
from 0V to 35V for the P-on-N sensors and from 0V to  35V for the N-on-P sensors.
The current drawn by the sensors is monitored and a characteristic i-v curve is produced.
Since all sensors are inter-connected this has to be done for the four sensors in parallel.
The measurement is performed using a voltage source measure unit. The boards are
placed in the vented ps-bgi vacuum chamber to prevent ambient light from biasing the
measurements. Figure 4.7 presents the i-v curve measured for the two tested boards.
Figure 4.7: Left: i-v curve for the mki board with P-on-N sensors. Right: i-v curve for
the mkii board with N-on-P sensors.
From measurements done on other assemblies in our possession, mounted on stan-
dard chip boards from Medipix, a sharp rise and a plateau of the current at ⇡900 nA
was expected [95]. This is however not the case, both boards display a resistive response
with voltage. Moreover, the current seen for the P-on-N sensors is too high to originate
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from healthy sensors. The current from the N-on-P sensors, although a little high, is still
conceivable.
The measurement was repeated several times while also verifying the measurement
setup against a standard Medipix Timepix3 chip board. No anomaly was found and the
measurement had to be accepted as is.
Due to the limited time available before the installation of these board in the ps,
the source of this problem could not be fully investigated. A later review of the images
made during the visual inspection of the mki board revealed that some of the epoxy glue
used to secure the Timepix3 was sucked in between two of the chips to the point where
it was in contact with a sensor. This might explain the source of the resistive leakage
current observed. No obvious causes for this behaviour was found for the N-on-P sensors.
Moreover, no e↵ect on the chips performance or behaviour were observed with either of
the sensor types.
4.3.5 Low energy particle detection
The detection of low energy particles is a test aiming at verifying that the assemblies were
not damaged during the assembly of the detector and that they had the capacity to detect
the BGI ionisation electrons.
A Fe55 source was loaned from cern Radio-Protection (rp) group. Fe55 is selected
for its emission of Auger electrons and photons with an energy close to 5.5 keV. Since
the source is not vacuum compatible, this test is done in atmospheric conditions. The
electrons have therefore little chance to reach the detector and most probably only the
photons are detected.
The detector is powered, the sensors are biased with 30V (or  30V) and the readout
system is connected. The Timepix3 chips are left in their base configuration and the
threshold is raised to a point where no noise is visible. The source is placed a couple of
millimetres above one of the hybrid pixel detector The shutter is then opened, if nothing
is detected, the threshold is lowered until the particles from the source are detected. An
example of the recorded data is presented in figure 4.8.
All chips easily detected the particles from the source, except chip three from the
mki board. No inhomogeneity in the detection was observed. Despite the malfunction
of chip three from the mki board, this test confirmed that the detectors were working as
intended.
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Figure 4.8: Integrated counts of the particle detected by chip one of the mkii board when
exposed to the Fe55 source. Image taken from the live view of the Panda readout software.
4.4 Summary
The design production and testing of the ps-bgi detector was presented. Two chip carrier
boards were successfully tested and approved for installation in the instrument: One board
with P-on-N assemblies where chip three is non functional; and one board with N-on-P
assemblies were all chips where functional. The flexible cable design was implicitly tested.
All components where approved for use the ps primary vacuum by the cern vacuum
group.
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Assembly, installation and commissioning
With a now functioning detector, the instrument was fully assembled and installed in
the ps. These two steps are presented in Section 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. Following its
installation, the detector was prepared for data acquisition. This procedure is detailed
in Section 5.3. Once prepared, the ps-bgi first measurements were used to quantify the
background present at the instrument location. The detection of ionisation-electrons from
the beam quickly followed. These first measurements are presented in Section 5.4.
At this point, it is useful to clarify the chronology of installed instruments. Two
complete instruments were assembled and installed in the ps. The first was installed and
operated during the 2017 run. A significant number of issues plagued this instrument.
Its detector had the P-on-N chip carrier on which chip three was faulty and there were
problems with the sensors bias, which did not follow the expected i-v curve behaviour of a
semiconductor. The readout system was still in its infancy, and the data post-processing
presented in Chapter 6 was nonexistent. Moreover, the high voltage circuit did not allow
to reach the nominal  20 kV and would often discharge without warnings. These issues
significantly reduced the potential of this instrument. For this reason, it was primarily
used as test-bed to learn how to operate the instrument, and to debug the readout system.
This first instrument was then removed and replaced by the second one in 2018. This
second instrument had the N-on-P chip carrier where all chips were functional. Its bias
voltage had no issue, the readout system was improved, and its high voltage could operate
at the nominal value. The rest of this document only relates to the second instrument
installed in 2018.
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(a) Assembly of the cooling stack. (b) Installation of the lcp flexible cables onto
the flange.
(c) Mating the flexible cables with the chip car-
rier.
(d) Completed detector sub-assembly.
Figure 5.1: Putting together the detector sub-assembly.
5.1 Instrument assembly
The instrument was assembled in the ps-bgi lab. To ensure proper vacuum standards,
all parts were cleaned and individually packaged by cern cleaning services. The tools
used for the assembly were also cleaned, and a clean workbench was prepared. Figure 5.1
presents the assembly of the detector sub-assembly. The instrument was constructed on
the flange by following these steps:
1. The support arms were fastened to the flange, and the cold head was attached to
them.
2. The ceramic wire guide for the chip carrier power-lines were attached to the cooling
pipes.
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3. The cooling stack was assembled and the chip carrier was fastened to the cold head.
4. The power lines of the chip carrier were installed in the ceramic guide and then
mated to the sub-d26 feedthrough.
5. The flexible cables were put in place.
6. The detector was tested to ensure that everything was connected properly (e.g.
Electrical continuity, correct communication with the read-out system and sensor
bias i-v curve).
7. The Faraday cage side walls and top cover were attached to the support arms.
8. The steel honeycomb was attached to the anode.
9. The anode was fastened to the support arms.
10. The cathode was installed on the support arms, a thin copper wire links it to the
high voltage feedthrough.
Figure 5.2 shows the completed instrument before it was sent to the vacuum group
for vacuum outgassing test. The instrument passed the test with a total vacuum outgassing
of 8.3⇥ 10 7mbar l s 1, which is below the limit of 1.5⇥ 10 6mbar l s 1 set for the ps-bgi.
The test report is available here [96]. After the vacuum acceptance test, the instrument
underwent high voltage conditioning to allow it to hold the nominal 20 kV on the cathode.
The procedure consists of slowly raising the voltage until signs of discharge(s) are detected
(a) Side view. (b) Front view. (c) Back view.
Figure 5.2: Fully assembled ps-bgi instrument. The top cover of the faraday cage is
carbon coated.
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(e.g. current spikes from the power supply). The voltage is then held at this level until
the discharge activity dies. This process was repeated until the operational voltage was
reached. This high voltage conditioning procedure is described in [97]. The instrument
was then stored waiting for its installation in the ps.
5.2 Installation in the CERN PS
Once assembled the instrument was installed in ps straight section 82. The installation
required to break the vacuum in the sector. This is only possible during the winter
shutdown of the accelerator complex or during a 36 hours technical stop of the ps which
occurs two or three times a year. Before the installation, several copper cables and optical
fibres were laid between the counting room rack and the instrument location. A dedicated
6  C water line was installed for the detector cooling. The installation is presented in
Figure 5.3.
The vacuum chamber was installed on the support table, requiring a first vacuum
intervention. Later, the instrument was brought to the ps and installed in the vacuum
chamber. The vacuum was reestablished, and the instrument was leak checked by the
cern vacuum group. The magnet was tested and installed independently of the rest of
the instrument by the cern magnet group. Finally, the front-end and back-end elec-
tronics were put in place, and the instrument was tested to ensure that the installation
was successful (e.g. communication with the readout system, detection of background
particles).
5.3 Instrument preparation for data acquisition
The instrument is prepared for operation by equalising the Timepix3 and masking the noisy
pixels. Additional operations such as the time-walk correction and energy calibration were
not implemented due to limitations in the readout system capabilities.
5.3.1 Equalisation
The Timepix3 pixels are given a user-defined threshold. This threshold is referred to as the
global threshold. Due to the nature of the fabrication process used to make the Timepix3
(cmos), each pixel is unique. This causes the value of the global threshold seen by each
pixel to deviate slightly from the value set by the user. The threshold seen by the pixel
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(a) The ps-bgi open vacuum chamber with the
magnet surrounding it
(b) Installing the instrument in the vacuum
chamber.
(c) Completed installation of the instrument. (d) A first test of the detector recording back-
ground radiation.
Figure 5.3: Installation of the instrument in the ps.
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Figure 5.4: toa and tot response to a common input for di↵erent pixels.
is referred to as the local threshold. An example is shown in Figure 5.4. Pixel two has a
higher local threshold than pixel one, leading to the two pixels measuring di↵erent values
of tot and toa for a common input. This threshold dispersion leads to a spread in the
tot and toa measurements, which is problematic when performing measurements with
the ps-bgi. The toa spread causes a degradation of the instrument time resolution, while
the tot spread causes pixels with a low local threshold to become noisy when Timepix3
is operated close to the noise floor (more on noisy pixels in section 5.3.2). This e↵ect
subsequently lower the ionisation-electron detection e ciency as the global threshold has
to be raised. In the context of the ps-bgi, this second aspect is the most important one
since noisy pixels caused issues during operation (see Section 5.5).
The noise floor is the limit below which pixels are triggered by the electronics noise
in the Timepix3 and sensor rather than by ionising radiation. It is assumed uniform across
the chip and is mostly a↵ected by the chip temperature.
In order to limit the pixel threshold dispersion, a procedure called equalisation is
performed. The Timepix3 features the possibility to locally adjust the threshold in the
pixels using a four bits internal Digital to Analog Converter (dac). This dac converts a
four bit digital value (from 0 to 16 in decimal base) into a voltage which is then added
to the global threshold to create the pixel local threshold. The equalisation procedures
is based on the measurement of the threshold dispersion and its minimisation via the
optimisation of the pixel local threshold for each pixel. The method presented here is
adapted from [98].
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5.3.1.1 Threshold dispersion measurement
The threshold dispersion is measured by performing threshold scans. The global threshold
is scanned across a reference signal while the occupancy for each pixel is recorded. The
reference signal is either a user defined test-pulse injected in each pixel or the noise floor.
In our case the readout system does not allow the use of external test-pulses, the noise
floor is therefore preferred. The occupancy is defined as the percentage of time a pixel
is triggered relative to the shutter length. In practice the Timepix3 is operated in event
counter + integrated tot mode with a frame-based readout. The occupancy Occpixel is
then calculated with
Occpixel =
iToTpixel
Tshutter
, (5.1)
where iToT is the total time that the pixel spent above the threshold and Tshutter is the
shutter length.
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(a) Threshold scans for 30 random pixels.
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(b) Threshold distribution histogram.
Figure 5.5: An S-curve example and the threshold distribution for a non-equalised
Timepix3 chip.
The threshold scan results in a so-called S-curve unique to each pixel. The pixel
threshold is defined as the threshold from which the occupancy crosses the 50 % mark.
The standard deviation of the pixel-threshold distribution is the measure of the threshold
dispersion. It is used as a figure of merit for the following pixel local threshold optimisation.
An example is given in Figure 5.5. The S-curves for 30 randomly selected pixels in a
Timepix3 are visible, as well as the histogram of the threshold distribution from the
complete matrix.
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Figure 5.6: Simplified flow-chart of the optimisation procedure. Individual pixel dac
values are changed iteratively to reduce the spread in the pixel local thresholds.
5.3.1.2 Pixel local threshold optimisation
The pixel local threshold optimisation tries to minimise the threshold dispersion by tuning
the local threshold of each pixel. The complete process is presented in Figure 5.6.
All pixels are set to the same central dac value of 7 out of 16 and the initial threshold
distribution is measured (see example in Figure 5.5). The mean of this distribution is used
as the target for the local threshold optimisation. The optimisation process is then started.
For each pixel, if its local threshold is above the target, it is lowered by one dac value.
While if it is below the target it is increased by one. The threshold dispersion is then
re-measured and the optimisation step is repeated.
Since there are only 16 dac values and the pixels start at position 7, the maximum
number of optimisation steps is limited to eight. A pixel is considered equalised when the
local threshold yielding the smallest deviation from the target is found. The result of the
equalisation is the final dac value for each pixel. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between
the initial threshold distribution and the one obtained after equalisation. The standard
deviation of the distribution for each optimisation step is also presented. In this example
the threshold dispersion is reduced by a factor five.
In addition, the mean of the final threshold distribution can be used as a measure
of the noise floor position in units of the global threshold. This is used to decide the
minimum safe threshold at which to set the chip.
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(b) Standard deviation of the threshold distribu-
tion for each optimisation step.
Figure 5.7: The threshold distribution before and after equalisation. The spread is reduced
by a factor five.
5.3.2 Noisy pixel masking
Noisy pixels are pixels which are triggered by processes other than ionising radiation.
They are sorted into two categories; transient and continuous. Transient noisy pixels are
pixels that become noisy when their local threshold gets too close to the noise floor. In
my own experience, the number of transient noisy pixels ranges from less than 10 in a
well equalised Timepix3 to more than 200 in a non equalised one. Continuous noisy pixels
are malfunctioning pixels, these are few (<10) in a Timepix3 that passed the production
quality control. Either way, noisy pixels are problematic for the following reasons:
• Events from noisy pixels contribute to the noise on the profile measurement.
• Noisy pixels generate a large amount of events, which can quickly saturate the read-
out system.
• Noisy pixels can trigger power glitches (see Section 5.5).
In order to mitigate these adverse e↵ects, the Timepix3 features the possibility
to deactivate individual pixels on demand. Noisy pixels are identified with the following
method. No beam is present in the ps and the cathode high voltage is o↵. This reduces the
amount of unwanted background signal. The chip is then set for operation at the required
threshold, and the shutter is opened for an arbitrary period of time. The data recorded
during this test is then used to generate a distribution of the pixels triggering-frequency.
An example of a typical distribution is presented in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of the triggering frequency of pixels in the ps-bgi detector. The
green area represents the values below the limit, while the red area represents the noisy
pixels.
In this distribution, noisy pixels appear as outliers with a high frequency, while valid
pixels constitute the bulk with a low frequency. The limit between valid and noisy pixels
is calculated with
Limit = µdist +N dist (5.2)
where µ is the mean of the triggering-frequency distribution,   is the distribution standard
deviation and N is a user defined factor. This method works based on the fact that typically
a large majority of pixels are valid. The distribution mean is therefore a good indicator
of the location of the bulk of the valid pixels.
Ideally, the distribution is measured in an environment with little to no background
signal. In these particular conditions, the limit could be set to the minimum frequency of
one count per unit time; leading to the conclusion that any pixel that triggered during the
test is noisy. This is however not possible as the Timepix3 is sensitive to cosmic muons
and radiation from activated materials inside the beam pipe. This causes the triggering
frequency distribution to look like Figure 5.8, where the non-noisy pixel triggering rate is in
the order of few tens of Hertz. The limit between noisy and non-noisy pixel had therefore
to be chosen based on the test condition to achieve the best compromise between finding
noisy pixels and not removing valid ones.
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Pixel masking is done at two occasions, during the setup of the Timepix3 and in
post-processing. The former is used to prevent already existing noisy pixels from a↵ecting
the data acquisition, while the latter removes events from pixels which became noisy during
the acquisition (see chapter 6).
5.4 First measurements
Shortly after the installation, the first measurements with the instrument were performed.
The objectives were to quantify the background signal, determine if the ps-bgi would
work in the ps environment and if the instrument would detect the ionisation electrons
created by the beam.
5.4.1 Background measurements
The background was measured with the following conditions:
• Without the beam and without high voltage on the cathode
• Without the beam and with high voltage on the cathode
• With the beam and without high voltage on the cathode
The measurements without the beam intended to measure the background signal from
the activated materials surrounding the detector and the potential e↵ect of the cathode
high voltage on it. The measurements with the beam are intended to measure both the
background from activated materials and beam loss. The beam used for the measurement
is a standard LHC25 beam. In both cases, the instrument magnetic field was not present.
Figure 5.9 presents a count image of the background signal measured without the beam
for an integration time of two seconds. A count-image is an image where the colour scale
represents the number of events recorded by each pixel. The image is presented as if the
four Timepix3 comprising the detector were a single large detection area. Chip one spans
the columns [0, 255], chip two spans [256, 511], chip three spans [512, 767], and chip four
spans [768, 1023]. This representation gives a view of the spatial distribution of the events
on the detector surface.
The images show a wide diversity of curly tracks, small clusters and single events.
Curly tracks and single events are most likely created by electrons, while clusters may
originate from highly ionising particles. The event spread is homogeneous across the
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(a) Without high voltage
(b) With high voltage ( 20 kV)
Figure 5.9: Count-images of the background without the ps beam. These were obtained
with an integration time of two seconds. The last quarter of the image is blank because
chip four was not working during this acquisition.
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detection surface. Both cases, with and without the high voltage, are visually similar.
Their event rate of ⇡ 5 kHz is negligible in comparison with the ⇡ 60MHz signal expected
from the ps beam. For the case with high voltage, the event rate (⇡ 1.5 kHz/TPX3) is
slightly higher than without it (⇡ 1.2 kHz/TPX3). The increased rate with high voltage
is explained by the deflection of charged particles toward the detector by the electric field;
which would otherwise miss the detector or not have enough energy to create an event.
In the presence of the ps beam, the background becomes more interesting. Depend-
ing on the beam characteristics and the operation performed on it, beam loss may be rare
or in such number that the detector is completely saturated. Examples of beam loss at
di↵erent times during a single ps cycle are presented in Figure 5.10.
The characteristic tracks made by the beam loss (protons) in the sensor are clearly
visible, as well as curly tracks, heavy tracks and small clusters, which are are typically
caused by electrons, heavy ions and alpha particle respectively [99, 100]. These are pre-
sented in Figure 5.11.
Besides their shape, the most noticeable di↵erence with the case with no beam is
the event rate. The event rate can fluctuate between a few kHz per chip to a few MHz per
chip, making it potentially comparable to the expected beam signal. In hindsight, beam
losses are relatively rare with the lhc type beams. They mostly occur during the beam
injection and manipulations, which only account for a fraction of the cycle time.
The time over threshold distributions for the three measured cases are presented in
Figure 5.12. This type of distribution is presenting the relative energy deposition of the
events for a given data-set. The distributions are normalised to their area in order to be
compared. All distributions are qualitatively similar to a landau distribution for Minimum
Ionising Particles (MIP) [101]. The three distributions have their main peak at ⇡ 25 tot,
except for the case with high voltage, which has a secondary peak at a lower tot. This
secondary peak — when combined with the higher event rate — reveals an e↵ect of the
instrument high voltage on the signal measured by the detector. One possibility to explain
this peak, is the fact that light particles from the background are deflected toward the
detector by the instrument electric field.
The background signal presented in this section is considered noise in the profile
measurement and must, therefore, be mitigated. The methods applied to reduce its impact
on the measurement are presented in Chapter 6.
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(a) Medium intensity beam loss during the beam acceleration.
(b) High intensity beam loss at the beam injection.
(c) Low intensity beam loss moments before the beam extraction.
Figure 5.10: Count images for di↵erent intensity of beam loss for a 1ms integration time
with a nominal LHC beam. The beam loss intensity depends of the type of beam circu-
lating in the ps and the operation performed on the beam (e.g. injection, bunch splitting,
transition crossing etc...).
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(a) Beam loss track. (b) Heavy track. (c) Small clusters. (d) Curly track.
Figure 5.11: Example of di↵erent types of background signal detected by the Timepix3.
These are image captures from the readout system software.
Figure 5.12: Distribution of the time over threshold for the background measurements.
The abscissa is limited to 140 (out of 1023) for better visibility.
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Figure 5.13: Count-image and count-histogram of the beam for a lhc type beam with a
100 ms integration time.
5.4.2 Detection of ionisation electrons
The detection of ionisation-electrons was tested a few days after the background measure-
ments. The instrument was set to its nominal working point with the cathode voltage
at  20 kV and the magnetic field at 0.2T. The beam targeted by the measurement was
a standard lhc25 cycle. This was considered an optimal candidate due to the small ex-
pected beam size, high intensity and low beam loss. The count-image and count-histogram
for several time intervals of a single cycle are shown in Figure 5.13. A count-histogram is
the sum of counts per columns. It gives the event distribution along the transverse beam
dimension and is the base for the profile measurement with the instrument.
The image and histogram reveal a large number of events clustered within the dis-
tinct shape of the beam. These are not visible in the absence of the high voltage. The
sharp shadow caused by the steel honeycomb is also visible. These are evidence that the
particles creating the events seen in the cluster are negatively charged and originate from
the beam or a process related to it. Moreover, to leave such a sharp shadow, the events
must be directed at the detector with a relatively straight trajectory, and they do not have
the energy required to go through the honeycomb walls.
In Figure 5.14, the time over threshold distribution for the data presented in Figure
5.13 is compared to the distribution of the unnormalised background signal from Figure
5.12. Similarly to what is observed with the background, the distribution shows a large
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Figure 5.14: Distribution of the time over threshold for the beam and background mea-
surements. The abscissa is limited to 140 (out of 1023) for better visibility.
excess of events with a low tot when the instrument high voltage is turned-on compared
to when it is turned o↵. This excess is qualitatively consistent with the signal of 10 keV
electrons, which is lower than the expected energy deposition of Minimum Ionising Par-
ticles (mip) in silicon (26 keV). The di↵erence when the beam is introduced is the much
more significant event rate observed with the beam than without it. This is to be expected
from the ionisation-electrons generated by the beam in the instrument.
This evidence is su cient to conclude that the ps-bgi is detecting the beam ion-
isation electrons. This was a significant milestone in the ps-bgi project as it validated
that the detector was able to detect the ionisation electron signal and to operate in the
ps environment. These results were presented in [102].
5.5 Detector limitations and di culties of operation
During the weeks/months following the instrument installation, many of its limitations
were discovered. This instrument is considered a prototype. It is, therefore, normal to
identify its limitations in order to correct for them in the future.
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5.5.1 Temperature limitations
The current implementation of the cooling system is insu cient to maintain a stable detec-
tor temperature during data acquisition. This implies that the detector can only sustain
data acquisition for a few seconds per ps super-cycle (⇡30 s), preventing the continuous
monitoring of the beam profile.
(a) Standard power mode. (b) Low-power mode.
Figure 5.15: Detector power and temperature during data acquisition in standard and
low-power mode.
In order to mitigate this problem, the Timepix3 are set in a particular low-power
mode. In this state, the detector requires much less power (⇡1.1W/chip) when acquiring
data than with its standard settings (⇡2W/chip). The improvement given by the low-
power mode is visible in Figure 5.15, where the detector temperature and power are
presented during data-acquisition for both power modes.
Each spike in the detector power corresponds to one data-acquisition per ps super-
cycle. In the standard power mode, the temperature rises with each acquisition from 35  C
to 58  C. The amplitude of the temperature variations caused by an acquisition are up to
20  C. In the low-power mode, the temperature slowly rise from 36  C to 42  C due to the
continuous series of data-acquisition. The temperature spikes caused by data-acquisitions
are only in the order of a few degrees.
The workaround o↵ered by the low-power mode only extends the time the detector
can acquire data and does not solve the problem. Moreover, the low-power mode comes at
the cost of increasing the toa jitter and reducing the Timepix3 detection e ciency. This
situation will be addressed in a future update of the instrument cooling system.
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Figure 5.16: Count-image of a power glitch on chip three during data acquisition of a lhc
type beam.
5.5.2 Chip four failure
Shortly after the installation of the ps-bgi, the control of chip four was lost. One or
several important control signals appeared to be disconnected, causing the chip not to
follow the commands of the readout system. No attempt to remotely recover control of
chip four worked (e.g. manually toggling control signals, power cycling). Since at the
time of writing, the detector is still installed in the ps, no conclusion on the reason for
its failure is available. For this reason, most of the data presented in this thesis is lacking
chip four. It is however important to notice that the beam is usually not over chip four,
thus this failure is only a limited problem.
5.5.3 Power glitch
Power glitches are instances where almost the totality of the Timepix3 is triggered at the
same time for no apparent reason. These can last for a few milliseconds and can even
a↵ect other chips on the detector. Figure 5.16 presents an example where the edge of the
beam is visible in chip two, but chip three is entirely saturated.
Power glitches are problematic since they render useless a significant fraction of the
detection area; and the large number of events generated may lead to a readout saturation.
These cannot be prevented and happen with no warning. The only mitigation available is
to truncate the section of the data-set where the glitch happened.
Our best hypothesis for the cause of the power glitches is a sudden drop in the chips
supply voltages caused by a high current spike. Such spike may be caused by the sudden
power demand of the pixel matrix. If it is confirmed, the solution to this problem will
most likely be an upgrade of the power distribution scheme of the detector.
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5.5.4 Beam loss e↵ects
In addition to the noise caused on the profile measurement, certain lossy beams may also
force a Timepix3 to reset or enter a state requiring a reset. The only way to recover from
it is to power cycle the detector and to perform a complete reconfiguration of the chip.
This e↵ect is problematic when the beam causing the problem is cycling with the ps
supercycle, resetting the ps-bgi every ⇡30 s; e↵ectively rendering the ps-bgi inoperable.
This problem has only been observed during machine development time, where new beams
or equipment are tested, and not during the normal operation of the ps.
There is no clear explanation for this issue. One possibility is that the Timepix3
reset is caused by a single event upset or that the ceramic capacitors on the chip carrier
are a↵ected by the beam loss.
The only mitigation envisaged so far is to fully automatise the set-up procedure of
the detector, allowing it to recover in a few seconds rather than a few minutes. This issue
will be investigated further at the restart of the ps in 2020.
5.6 Summary
This chapter presents the assembly and installation of the ps-bgi in the ps. The methods
for the Timepix3 equalisation and noisy pixel removal are introduced. The equalisation
allows to get a more stable detector; while improving the measurement quality.
The background seen at the instrument location is evaluated. Most of it comes
in the form of beam loss of various intensity. The signal induced by this background is
potentially comparable to the ionisation-electron signal; which could a↵ect the quality of
the instrument profile measurements. Removal of the background is addressed in the next
chapter. The instrument is able to detect ionisation-electron signal and measure a beam
profile. However, several issues render the utilisation of the instrument di cult, which
will be addressed in the next version of the instrument design.
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Analysis of the detector data
The goal of the ps-bgi is to measure the width of the lhc-type beams. This informa-
tion is carried to the instrument by ionisation-electrons generated by the beam rest-gas
interaction. However, the data measured by the instrument is a blend of the ionisation-
electrons and the beam loss background. Only the signal from the ionisation-electron is
useful to measure the beam width, the background contribution is therefore removed in
post-processing. The instrument records data in the form of an unsorted list of Timepix3
events. We refer to this list of events as a data-set. A data-set which has not gone
through any post-processing steps is a raw data-set. An overview of the complete data
post-processing is given in Section 6.1. The method to remove the background is detailed
in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. The method to extract the beam width from the background-free
data-set is presented in Section 6.4.
6.1 Post processing overview
During a typical data acquisition, the instrument records events — regardless of their
origin — for the totality of the ps cycle or part of it. The resulting raw data-set is then
stored in the back-end computer, to await o✏ine processing. The data processing is split
into three steps: cleaning, filtering and profile reconstruction. Figure 6.1 summarises the
data processing.
The cleaning step aims at removing events which do not originate from ionisation
radiation and to re-order the data-set in time. The filtering step removes events which do
not originate from the beam ionisation-electrons. This is done by two independent filters,
the cluster filter and time over threshold filter. The profile reconstruction uses the now
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Figure 6.1: Flow-chart of the data processing for the ps-bgi.
background-free data-set to create a count-histogram. This histogram is the ionisation-
electron distribution measured by the instrument. A model accounting for the detector
imperfections is then fitted to this histogram. The fit result is tested with a Chi-squared
test. If the model passes the test, its parameter corresponding to the beam width is taken
as the measurement result.
6.2 Data cleaning
Raw data-set recorded during an acquisition might include the following:
• duplicated-events,
• events with physically impossible values,
• events from noisy pixels.
Duplicated-events and events with physically impossible value originate from errors in
the readout system that have yet to be corrected. Noisy pixels are masked prior to an
acquisition but the large temperature swing sustained by the detector during operation
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causes the noise floor to rise. This leads some valid pixels to become noisy during the
operation and thus generate events.
These are events which do not originate from ionising radiation. They are there-
fore systematically removed from any data-set. Simple comparisons and testing spot the
duplicated-events and events with impossible values (e.g. if the row is superior to 256,
the event is rejected). While the method presented in Chapter 5 tags and removes events
with noisy pixels.
The readout system does not guaranty the temporal ordering of the events However,
the cluster filter — presented below — relies on a data-set ordered in time. The events are
therefore sorted incrementally, based on their time-stamp. The algorithm Quick-sort [103]
performs this sorting step. At this point, the data-set is considered clean. Further filtering
steps, detailed in the next sections, are then used to select the ionisation-electron signal
and from the various backgrounds.
6.3 Data filtering
The data filtering aims to remove the background events from the data-set. Two comple-
mentary methods are used for this purpose; the cluster filter and the time over threshold
filter.
6.3.1 Cluster filter
The cluster filter is the combination of a clustering algorithm and a filter which removes
clusters outside a certain size-range from the data-set. In the context of the ps-bgi, we
define a cluster as a group of events originating from the same incident particle. The
cluster size is the number of events comprising it; clustering is the action of identifying
these groups of events.
Chapter 5 introduces, the background signal from the beam and activated materials.
One can easily see that it is composed of straight tracks, curly tracks, blobs, and so on;
while the ionisation-electrons appear to generate mostly single events. The role of the
cluster filter is thus to tag and remove the background signal associated with this type of
large clusters.
The current state of the art method to perform clustering on pixel detector data is
to use deep learning [104]. Deep learning is a method where an artificial neural network
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is trained to recognise specific patterns in the input data. A trained neural network is, in
principle, able to split clusters and their individual constituents (e.g. two tracks crossing,
a track and incident delta-ray). The main di culty in implementing such method is to
provide the training data-set. This data-set has to contain examples of inputs and their
expected outputs; while being large enough to train the artificial neural network properly.
Training data-sets are typically obtained from a complete simulation of the instru-
ment or from a science crowd-sourcing campaign. The former is feasible using a combi-
nation of simulation tools such as Geant4 [105], ipmsim and AllPix Squared [106]. While
the later would require to already dispose of a substantial data-set from the ps-bgi and
to be able to reach a large number of people.
On the other hand, a traditional clustering algorithm such as the one presented
below can provide a crude clustering (e.g. find cluster, shape and size, no identification of
the individual constituents) for virtually no setup cost. As said above, the cluster filtering
is based on the cluster size only and does not require an understanding on the type of
particle involved in creating the clusters. For this reason there is no advantage in using
the deep-learning approach for the ps-bgi data clustering. The traditional approach is
therefore preferred.
6.3.1.1 Clustering algorithm
Since there is no openly available clustering algorithm for Timepix3 data-sets, a custom
clustering algorithm was designed for the ps-bgi. This algorithm takes advantage of both
the spatial and temporal information available in the Timepix3 data. Figure 6.2 presents
a simplified flow-chart of the algorithm.
At its core, the algorithm looks at each event in the data-set. If the current event
is not already attributed to a cluster, it starts a recursive cluster search. The recursive
search defines the current event as a reference, and a new cluster is created with it. It
then searches for events which are close in space and time to this reference. These are
added to the current cluster. Each of the events newly added to the cluster is then used
as the reference and the search is repeated. This process continues until no new event
satisfies the space and time criteria. The clustering is complete once all events have been
attributed to a cluster. In this context, single events are attributed to a cluster of size
one.
The use of space and time criteria to identify clusters is motivated from the fact that
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Figure 6.2: Flow-chart of the clustering algorithm and recursive search.
the path and energy deposition of an incident particle in a silicon sensor are continuous.
Thus, events originating from the same incident particle should be neighbouring each-
others. For this reason, the default space criterion is set to a radius of one pixel around
the reference pixel. Moreover, with respect to the Timepix3 time reference (360MHz), the
duration of the energy deposition of an incident particle appears instantaneous. The time
of arrival of events originating from the same incident particle should, therefore, be close
to each-other. The default time criterion is set to 15 ns after the reference pixel. This value
accounts for the drift time of the charge in the sensor (<10 ns), and the various delays in
the Timepix3 (e.g. time-walk, fast oscillator start-up time). These values were fine-tuned
— after trials and errors — to provide the best clustering result with most data-sets. In
some cases increasing the space criterion and reducing the time criterion may improve the
clustering result significantly.
Due to the absence of another algorithm to test the result of the clustering algo-
rithm, small data-sets — <1000 events — were manually clustered in order to provide a
comparison. The clustering algorithm was found to find all clusters, aside from extreme
cases (e.g. very large beam loss, cluster happening exactly at the same time...).
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6.3.1.2 Cluster filter
The cluster filter removes all clusters outside a user-defined range. By default, the filter is
set to keep only clusters with a size inferior or equal to two. This default range is attributed
to the ionisation-electron signal. It was determined empirically by comparing the count-
images, histograms and tot distributions obtained with di↵erent filtering ranges.
We showed in Chapter 5 that the presence or absence of events from the ionisation
electrons is visible in the count images, histogram and tot distribution. Therefore by
examining these for di↵erent cluster size ranges, we can find at which cluster size ionisation
electrons stop being present.
We demonstrate this by using a measurement taken with a BCMS beam. The
original data-set is given to the cluster filter with the instruction to keep only clusters of
size one, one to two and one to three. The clusters above these ranges are also conserved
and correspond to the clusters of sizes two to infinity, three to infinity and four to infinity
respectively.
The results are visible in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Figure 6.3 presents the count-images
for the original data-set, for the clusters of size one to two and for the clusters of size
three to infinity. The count-image for the original data-set shows a mix between the beam
ionisation-electron and the background. The count-image for the clusters of size one to
two shows mostly the ionisation-electrons; while the count-image for the cluster of size
three to infinity shows mostly the background. Only this case is presented as there is little
visible di↵erence with the other filtering ranges.
To better compare the di↵erent filtering ranges, Figure 6.4 shows the count his-
tograms and time over threshold distributions for all ranges. The count histograms for
the cluster size one, one to two and one to three clearly show the beam profile. There is
a small amplitude di↵erence between the histograms for the cluster of size one and one to
two. This di↵erence is also visible in the histograms for the clusters of sizes two to infinity
and three to infinity.
The time over threshold distributions present the same result. The peak associated
with the ionisation-electron signal is visible up to clusters of size two. Above this limit,
the time over threshold distribution is qualitatively similar to the the distribution for the
background.
These results indicate that most of the ionisation-electrons are single events (clusters
of size one). Nonetheless, some are counted as clusters of size two. This might indicate
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(a) Original data-set.
(b) Clusters of size zero to two.
(c) Clusters of size three to infinity.
Figure 6.3: Count images for di↵erent cases of cluster filtering. The original data-set is a
BCMS beam with 10ms integration window.
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that a small fraction of the ionisation-electrons are incorrectly counted as clusters of size
two or that they have enough energy to trigger two pixels at once.
The former case is possible since two particles triggering two neighbouring pixels
within the same toa clock cycle would be indistinguishable from a cluster of size two.
However, this scenario is unlikely due to the low production rate of ionisation-electron
predicted in Chapter 2 and measured in Chapter 7.
The later case is more likely when comparing the charge an ionisation-electron de-
posits in the sensor to the charge required to trigger a single pixel. The Timepix3 can
have a threshold as low as 500 e , while a 10 keV ionisation-electron produces more than
2500 electron-hole pairs in the sensor.
6.3.2 Time over threshold filtering
The cluster filter removes clusters too large to be associated with the ionisation-electrons.
However, small clusters with a large time over threshold — which are incompatible with
the ionisation-electron signal — are not filtered by this method. This issue is resolved by
filtering the data-set given by the cluster filter based on the tot of each event.
The ionisation-electron signal is associated with a low-tot peak in the time over
threshold distribution. The filtering-range is therefore adjusted to keep this peak while
rejecting everything else. The exact limit between what is considered ionisation-electrons
and background is adjusted based on the Timepix3 settings during the data acquisition.
During data acquisition, the detector temperature may vary by more than 40  C (see
Chapter 5). This a↵ects the Timepix3 noise floor and by extension, the emergence of
new noisy pixels. As a consequence, the chips thresholds are constantly adjusted during
operation. This has an impact on the tot measured by the Timepix3 and therefore
a↵ects the location of the ionisation-electron peak in the tot distribution. Depending on
the conditions the cuto↵ limit is manually set between 15 and 30 [dac value].
Figure 6.5 presents the result of the time over threshold filter on the data filtered by
the cluster filter presented in Section 6.3.1. The tot filter is applied with a cuto↵ value of
15. The e↵ect of the filter is a visible decrease of the number of events across the surface
of the detector, with little change to the beam profile shape or amplitude. The count
histogram of the filtered-out data is homogeneous across the columns indicating that little
to no ionisation-electrons events were removed.
This example shows that to remove the most background, both the cluster and tot
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(a) Count histogram from the data kept by the cluster filter.
(b) Count histogram from the data rejected by the cluster filter
(c) Time over threshold for all cases of cluster filtering.
Figure 6.4: Count histograms and time over threshold distribution for di↵erent ranges of
cluster filtering. The vertical error-bars are not displayed for clarity.
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(a) Cluster filter only.
(b) Cluster filter followed by time over threshold filter.
(c) Data removed by the tot filter.
Figure 6.5: Count images and corresponding histograms for the result of the cluster filter,
cluster filter and tot filter. Noisy pixels at the edge of chip1/2 is causing the abnormally
high bin in the histograms at column 255.
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filters should be applied.
6.4 Profile reconstruction and beam size measurement
The profile reconstruction takes a filtered data-set and makes a count-histogram with it.
This histogram is the transverse ionisation-electron distribution measured by the detector.
During the transport of the ionisation electrons to the pixel detector, some of the electrons
are stopped by the Faraday cage honeycomb. The amount of blocking is not same for each
pixel detector column, implying that the distribution measured by the instrument is no
longer the beam one. We refer to this e↵ect as honeycomb masking. This issue is overcome
by fitting the measured distribution to a model that takes into account the e↵ect of the
honeycomb masking.
To ensure that the model is a correct representation of the measured electron distri-
bution, the result of the fit is tested with a Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test. If the result
of the test is satisfactory, we consider the fitted model trustworthy, and the model param-
eter corresponding to the beam width is used as the instrument result. Additionally, the
relative beam position is also used as it is included in the model.
6.4.1 Accounting for the chip position
Up until now we presented the count-histogram and count-images as if the four Timepix3
were a single large detection area. However, in reality there is a small gap and rotation
between each of the chips, which can been seen in Figure 6.6.
To account for this, a new global Cartesian coordinate system is defined. The
abscissa X and ordinate Z of this coordinate system are horizontally transverse to the
beam trajectory and parallel to the beam trajectory respectively. The origin of the system
is set to the bottom left corner of chip one and extends to the furthermost pixel of chip
four. The position of each hybrid pixel detector is measured relative to chip one, using a
microscope. Figure 6.6 gives the result of the measurement for the N-on-P chip carrier.
This measurement allows us to know the gaps, rotation and misalignment between the
chips and to know the position of each pixel in the global coordinate system.
An example of this position calibration is visible in Figure 6.7, where two histograms
are presented with and without the position calibration. The gaps between chip one, two
and three are visible in the second histogram.
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(a) Close view of the N-on-P chip carrier.
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(b) Schematic representation of the chip placement.
Figure 6.6: Picture and schematic representation of the chip placement. The gap between
the chip is clearly visible in Figure (a). The rotation and gaps represented in Figure (b)
are not to scale.
(a) Without position calibration. (b) With position calibration.
Figure 6.7: Histograms created from the same data-set with and without the position
calibration. The histograms area is coloured to highlight the gaps between chip one & two
and two & three.
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6.4.2 Accounting for the honeycomb
The e↵ect of the honeycomb on the original ionisation-electron distribution is to block
inhomogeneously some electrons in their transport to the detector. In turn, the detector
does not measure the beam ionisation-electron distribution but a modified version of it.
This e↵ect is visible in the form of dips in any of the histograms presented thus far, such
as in Figure 6.7.
6.4.2.1 The fit model
To account for the honeycomb masking, we decided to model the distribution measured
by the instrument as a function representing the beam distribution multiplied by a trans-
mission function. We make the assumption that the beam distribution follows a Gaussian
function g(x) such as
g(x) = ae 
(x µ)2
2 2 , (6.1)
where x is the beam transverse dimension, a the profile amplitude, µ mean beam position,
and   the beam width. It is useful to note that homogeneously masking the distribution
would only result in a change to a. The distribution measured by the instrument fpsbgi is
therefore
fpsbgi(x) = g(x)⇥ t(x) (6.2)
where t(x) is the transmission function, returning a transmission e ciency from zero to
one. For convenience we also include in the transmission function: the gaps between the
pixel detector; missing chip and the noisy pixels masked in the Timepix3. These are
represented with a transmission of zero.
6.4.2.2 Finding the transmission function
The transmission function t(x) is derived from the integral of the honeycomb masking
m(x, z) along the beam direction z with
t(x) = 1 
R u
l m(x, z) · dz
u  l , (6.3)
where l is the lower edge of the detector and u is the upper edge of the detector. m(x, z) is
a function returning a value between zero and one, which represents the degree of masking
for a given position in the XZ plane. A value of one corresponds to a complete masking
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(no ionisation electron can be detected at this location).
The first attempt at estimating the honeycomb masking was made by using a perfect
geometrical representation of the honeycomb. This method ultimately failed because this
geometrical did not represent the irregularity and imperfections of the real honeycomb.
Since, at this point, the instrument was already installed in the PS, the honeycomb mask
- m(x,z) - is measured in-situ.
The measurement starts by making a count-image from a large data-set. In order to
have substantial coverage of the detection area and to have su cient statistics to reveal
the masked area, this large data-set is the combination of multiple data-sets. The left
half of chip one and the totality of chip four are not considered for the measurement.
The former is explained by the fact that the beam is never present in this area of the
detector, while the later is explained by the fact that chip four stopped working during
commissioning and few data were ever recorded with it.
The count image obtained by this method is shown in Figure 6.8 (a). The honeycomb
masking is visible in the count image as the zone where little to no counts were measured.
Since the computer does not see this pattern as easily as we (humans) do, a specific method
to determine which pixels are masked by the honeycomb was devised.
For each column in the image, the distribution of the counts along the rows is
examined. Due to the shape of the honeycomb and to the fact that the beam moves
along the columns, each pixel within a column is expected to measure a similar number of
counts, except for those pixels masked by the honeycomb. An example is shown in Figure
6.8 (b), where the counts in column number 470 are presented as a function of the row
number.
To determine which pixel is masked in each column, a threshold based on a fraction
of the count-distribution mean is used. Pixels where the number of counts is below the
threshold are considered masked. The distribution of the counts for column 470 is shown
in Figure 6.8 (c), where the mean is presented as a black dashed line and the threshold is
presented as a orange dashed line. These same mean and threshold are also presented in
Figure 6.8 (b). One can see that most pixels have measured between 30 to 70 counts with
a mean at 45, while the rest is below 30 counts. In this example, the threshold is set to
30 percent of the mean or 13 counts and 19 pixels are below the threshold.
The process is repeated for each column and the result is a map of the honeycomb
maskingm(x, z) presented in Figure 6.8 (d). This map is binary, a one represents a masked
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(a) Count image for the combined data-sets.
(b) Counts for the column 470. (c) Count distribution for the column 470.
(d) Map of the masked pixels. Black pixels are masked.
Figure 6.8: The honeycomb masking is estimated from a long exposure to the beam. Pixels
with a count much lower than that of the mean of the column are counted masked.
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Figure 6.9: Transmission ratio as a function of the transverse position. The values where
the transmission ratio is null are the gaps in between the Timepix3 chips. The transmission
ratio for the positions above chip number four (>42 mm) is not shown since this chip was
malfunctioning.
pixel, while a zero represent a non masked one.
The transmission for each column is then found by using Equation 6.3, which corre-
sponds to take the ratio of non-masked pixel divided by the total number of pixels in each
column. At this point, the correction accounting for the chip position presented in Sec-
tion 6.4.1 is added, changing the X axis of the transmission from pixel to millimetre.The
resulting transmission function is presented in Figure 6.9.
The transmission function fluctuates between 0.78 and 0.9, with an average of 0.87.
The flat regions correspond to the area of the detector where the honeycomb faces are
perpendicular to the beam trajectory; while the v-shaped dips correspond to the honey-
comb faces oriented more parallel to the beam trajectory. The gaps between the chips are
represented by the dips with a transmission of zero.
6.4.3 Fitting and goodness of fit test
The function fpsbgi is fitted to the calibrated count-histogram using the curve fit func-
tion from the SciPy Python library [107]. This function uses the non-linear least square
minimisation method. The maximum value, mean and standard deviation of the count-
histogram are given as initial values for the ↵, µ and   parameters respectively. The
transmission function t(x) is kept constant.
To verify the goodness of the fit, the Pearson’s Chi-squared test is applied [108]. It
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tests that an observation (e.g. the count-histogram) is consistent with a model (e.g. the
fit of fpsbgi). For the test to be valid, the minimum number of counts per bin has to be
greater than four [109]. The test is conducted with the following steps:
1. Calculate the Chi-squared statistic value.
2. Define the Number of Degree of Freedom (NDF).
3. Select a significance level ↵ for the result of the test.
4. Get the p value corresponding to the test statistic result and the ndf.
5. Compare the p value with the confidence level, if p >↵ the test passes.
The Chi-squared test statistic is calculated using
 2 =
nX
i=1
(Oi   Ei)2
Ei
, (6.4)
where Oi is the value of bin i of the count-histogram and Ei the expected value from the
fitted model. A perfect fit would have a  2 of one. The expected values are calculated
with
Ei = N · (CDFpsbgi(iu)  CDFpsbgi(il)) (6.5)
with N the total number of counts in the histogram, CDFpsbgi the cumulative distribution
function of fpsbgi, iu the upper edge of bin i and il the lower edge of bin i. The Number
of Degree of Freedom (NDF) is calculated by subtracting the number of non-null bins in
the count-histogram by the number of fit variables plus one (3 + 1).
The significance level ↵ is the limit from which we say that there is a significant
deviation between our model and the data. If p > ↵ we conclude that our model is
consistent with the data. For all fit presented in this document ↵ is set to 0.05 (95%).
The p value is obtained from the chi-squared survival function SF 2 with
p = SF 2( 
2, NDF ), (6.6)
where  2 is the result of the test statistic of Equation 6.4.
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6.4.4 Profile reconstruction result
Figure 6.10 presents the result of the profile reconstruction. The data-set from a BCMS
beam at extraction is cleaned, filtered and integrated to form a count-histogram for a 5ms
period. The parameters for the model, fpsbgi, which best describe the count-histogram
are then found by non-linear least squares minimisation. For comparison, the same count-
histogram is fitted to a Gaussian function. The histogram parameters, fit and Chi-square
results are given in the text-box in the top left corner of each plot. P0 correspond to a
of g(x), P1 corresponds to µ of g(x), and P2 corresponds of   of g(x). All values are in
millimetres.
In both plots the g(x) function is referred to as the beam profile. Visually the fit
of fpsbgi is following the electron distribution better than the simple Gaussian function.
Moreover, it passes the test with a p value of 0.09 (9%); while the simple Gaussian function
fails (p <1%).
6.5 Summary
In this chapter we present the method used to remove all non ionisation-electron events
from raw data-sets. This method is based on a succession of filters, which remove events
with characteristics that do not match those of the ionisation-electrons.
We further introduced the method used to extract the beam width from a filtered
data-set. Due to imperfections in the detector assembly and the presence of the faraday
cage honeycomb, the ionisation-electron distribution measured is not the original one.
The original beam profile distribution is reconstructed using a model that accounts for
the e↵ects of the honeycomb and the physical gaps between the chips. The beam width
is then determined by a fit of this model to the data.
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(a) Fit of g(x).
(b) Fit of fpsbgi.
Figure 6.10: Count-histogram (blue), expected values (orange), and the reconstructed
beam profile g(x) (red) with a three sigma interval (green). The expected value vertical
error-bars are not displayed for clarity reasons.
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Chapter7
Beam profile measurements and
instrument performance
This chapter demonstrates the novel capabilities of the ps-bgi by presenting the first time-
resolved measurements of the transverse profile of the lhc-types beam in the ps. Section
7.1 introduces examples of single profile measurements, time-resolved measurements and
the first estimate of the instrument precision. Section 7.2 explores the impact of the
ps-bgi parameters such as the cathode high-voltage, the Timepix3 sensor bias-voltage
and magnetic field strength on the measured event-rate and profile measurement. These
are contrasted with the simulation presented in Chapter 2. The time-resolution of the
detector is demonstrated in Section 7.1.3, hinting at possible performance improvements.
Finally, Section 7.4 presents the results of a comparison between the ps-bgi and two
other instruments installed in the ps, the Beam Position Monitor (bpm) [110] and the
Wire-Scanner (ws).
7.1 Beam profile measurements
In order to test the ps-bgi, the lhc-type beams — bcms and nominal lhc — were
measured during the second run of the lhc. Examples of single profile measurements
and time-resolved measurement are presented below. The instrument precision is then
evaluated.
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Table 7.1: Expected and measured beam size for the Nominal LHC and BCMS beam at
flat-bottom and flat-top. The expected values are taken from table 2.1.
Nominal LHC BCMS
flat-bottom flat-top flat-bottom flat-top
Expected 3.7mm 1.14mm 2.69mm 0.81mm
Measured 5.63± 0.07mm 1.17± 0.01mm 3.44± 0.04mm 0.90± 0.01mm
7.1.1 Single profile measurements
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 present single profiles measured from bcms and lhc beams. Both the
profiles at flat-bottom and flat-top are shown. These were acquired from the same cycle,
with an integration window of 1ms. The measured profile is presented in blue in the main
plot, the model from the fit is presented in orange and the reconstructed beam profile in
red. An error interval (3 ) for the reconstructed beam profile is shown in green. The
standardised di↵erence of the residuals is shown in a secondary plot.
These measurements demonstrate the capacity of the ps-bgi to measure both lhc-
type beams at injection and extraction. The measured beam width at flat-bottom and
flat-top for the nominal lhc and bcms beams are presented in Table 7.1. For both
beam types, the values measured at extraction are consistent with the values predicted in
Chapter 2. However, the values measured at injection are larger than predicted by 52 %
and 28 % for the nominal LHC and BCMS respectively. This has been observed on all
LHC-type beam measured by the instrument.
There is no obvious reason for this discrepancy, the instrument was working as in-
tended and the beam e↵ects were all suppressed by the presence of the magnetic field.
The values used in Chapter 2 were all taken from the latest beam and ps lattice documen-
tation. Nonetheless, it should be noted that measuring the beam size at flat-bottom has
been more di cult than anticipated due to the large beam loss produced by the injection
and the fact that the beam is not perfectly stable in this part of the cycle.
7.1.2 Time-resolved profile measurements
Time-resolved profile measurements are the reason the ps-bgi was created. These are
made by continuously recording the ionisation-electron signal from the beam. The beam
profile is then reconstructed from the events contained in a time integration window. This
window is usually 1ms wide but this value can be increased or decreased based on the
event rate and beam stability. The window is moved in steps smaller or equal to its size.
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(a) Flat bottom.
(b) Flat top.
Figure 7.1: Single profiles for the flat bottom and flat top of the bcms beam. The vertical
error bars for the model (orange) are not shown for clarity. The injection and extraction
profile have separate x-axis.
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(a) Flat bottom.
(b) Flat top.
Figure 7.2: Single profiles for the flat bottom and flat top of the nominal lhc beam. The
vertical error bars for the model (orange) are not shown for clarity. The injection and
extraction profile have separate x-axis.
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The beam width and position obtained by this process are then plotted against time.
Figure 7.3 presents time resolved profile measurements for the bcms and nominal-
lhc beams. Both plots were produced with a 1ms integration window and step size, which
corresponds to a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. The figure background-colour represents
the result of the profile reconstruction based on the Chi-squared test. A green background
implies that the reconstructed profile passed the test, while a white background means that
it did not pass the test. In this case, the mean and standard deviation of the ionisation-
electron distribution are used in place of µ and   from the reconstructed profile. This is
valid for any other time-resolved profile measurements presented in this thesis.
The time-resolved measurement of the bcms beam shows that the beam position and
width are not static, and are for the most part decoupled. For the first half of the cycle,
the beam is large and its width undergoes numerous fluctuations. These are explained by
the many RF manipulations — such as the bunch merging and splitting — done to the
beam during flat bottom (170ms to 800ms). Moreover, the transition is the cause for the
blowup observed at 750ms. During the second half of the cycle, the beam size contracts to
reach a minimum before extraction. The contraction corresponds to the adiabatic damping
caused by the acceleration of the beam.
Most of the profile reconstructions in the first half of the cycle, as well as in between
1250ms and 1420ms, do not pass the Chi squared test. Possible reasons for the former are
discussed later in this section. The later is explained by the fact that the beam is largely
above chip four (1350ms to 1380ms). Chip four does not function and only a small part
of the profile tail is recorded by chip three. As a reminder, the space between chip two
and three is at 0mm and chip three extends to 14mm.
The profile reconstruction is more consistent with the fit model in the second half of
the cycle. One can observe that the beam size from the reconstruction is consistently larger
than the standard deviation. This is expected since the reconstruction method assumes a
significant fraction of the ionisation-electrons are stopped by the steel honeycomb during
the transport to the detector.
The lhc beam shows a similar behaviour to the bcms beam.The profile reconstruc-
tion is largely consistent with the fit model on the second half of the cycle; while it remains
partly inconsistent with the model in the first half. Nonetheless, all features observed in
the bcms and nominal lhc measurements are consistent with the expected beam dy-
namics. These time-resolved measurement demonstrate the ability of the instrument to
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(a) bcms beam.
(b) Nominal lhc beam.
Figure 7.3: Time-resolved beam width and position measurements for the bcms and nom-
inal lhc beams.
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measure the beam profile at the required rate of 1 kHz.
The fact that the reconstructed profiles do not appear to pass the Chi squared test
when the beam is at flat-bottom can be explained by one of the following reasons:
• The Gaussian model used for the profile reconstruction assumes a non-realistic shape.
• The integration window is not adapted.
7.1.2.1 The beam is non-Gaussian
I have two reasons for implying that the model could be wrong. The first is that the
instrument is in its infancy and there is probably unknown sources of systematic error(s).
The second is that there are growing internal discussions regarding the fact that the lhc
beams might not be Gaussian, or at least during parts of the cycle.
The model used for the profile reconstruction is based on the assumptions that the
beam is Gaussian and that all sources of systematic error are accounted for. If one or both
of these assumption are wrong, the profile reconstruction will fail.
7.1.2.2 The integration window is not adapted
The integration windows used to make the time-resolved profile measurements is static
throughout the cycle. It is manually adjusted to trade-o↵ the time-resolution of the
measurement with the ionisation-electron event rate. However, this implies that in some
cases the beam —width or position— is changing faster than the integration window. As
a consequence, the data-set acquired in the window is the integral of several ionisation-
electrons distribution, each with a di↵erent beam position or width. It is analogous to
taking a picture of a moving object with a too long exposure time.
7.1.3 Instrument precision estimation
The instrument precision was estimated by performing multiple measurements of a beam
with a constant width. For this purpose, the ps-bgi measured a particular bcms beam
prepared for a study with the wire-scanner. This beam was injected and no manipulations
were performed on it. This allows to assume that the beam width was relatively constant;
although a small jitter can not be ruled out due to the beam dynamics. Such jitter also
meant that the precision estimate would include both the instrument precision and the
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Figure 7.4: Example of a time-resolved beam width and position measurement of one of
the cycle used for the precision estimation.
beam width jitter. The estimate presented below is therefore an upper bound for the
instrument precision.
The most stable part of the cycle was selected and more than 100 cycles of this beam
were recorded. Each cycle yielded 118 profiles with an integration window of 2ms. As an
example, a time-resolved measurement of one cycle is presented in Figure 7.4. One can
see that the beam position is drifting by ⇡300 µm but the width is relatively constant at
⇡3.3mm.
Due to cycle to cycle variation in the beam width and position, each cycle was
treated independently. The precision for each cycle is taken as the standard deviation of
the distribution of the beam widths measured for the cycle. Only measurements where
the profile reconstruction was successful were used. The average of the precision for all
cycles was then used as the final value for the instrument precision.
The measurement resulted in an estimated precision of 49± 5 µm or
1.5± 0.1% relative to the mean beam width. The error used here is the standard error.
This precision estimate is within the requirements presented in Chapter 2 (2.5%).
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7.2 E↵ect of the instrument parameters on the measured
event-rate and profile measurement
Even if during operation the instrument is operated at its nominal settings, it is necessary
to understand the dependencies of the instrument parameters on its performance. For
this reason, the e↵ects of the cathode high-voltage, Timepix3 sensor bias-voltage, and the
magnetic field strength on the measured event-rate, beam width and position were studied.
The event-rate is directly tied to the resolution of the time-resolved profile measure-
ment. It is therefore crucial to understand how the instrument parameters might a↵ect it.
Moreover, the e↵ects on the beam width and position could also be used later to test the
Virtual-IPM simulation tool. Unfortunately, due to the low event-rate measured below
the nominal values for the scan of the cathode and sensor bias voltages, viably measuring
the beam width and position for these cases was impossible. For this reason only the scan
of the magnetic field strength presents a measurement of the beam width and position.
The instrument parameters were individually scanned across their full dynamic
range, and for each position of the scan 100ms of the flat top of a bcms cycle were
recorded. To limit biases, all scans were performed on the same day with the same beam
and same Timepix3 settings. Each data-set is filtered and the assumption that it con-
tains only ionisation-electron events is made. In order to be comparable, the event-rate
is normalised. It is calculated from the total number of event in the data-set divided by
the average pressure (mbar), beam intensity (protons), and number of beam revolutions.
Moreover the event-rates were calculated from data-sets that showed no signs of readout
saturation, which could a↵ect the measurement. For each position in the scans several
cycles were recorded. The values displayed in the figures below are the mean from the
event-rate several cycles, and the error-bar is the standard error.
7.2.1 Scanning the electric field
The electric field was scanned from 0 kV to  20 kV, while the sensor bias-voltage and
magnetic field strength were set to  35V and 0.2T respectively. The result of this scan
for the event rate is presented in figure 7.5.
One can see that the event rate is almost negligible from 0 kV to  11 kV. It then
sharply increase to reach, 0.004 evnt rev 1mbar 1 p 1 at  20 kV. The low event-rate
at low voltage is explained by three factors. First the minimum energy detectable by
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Figure 7.5: Normalised ionisation-electrons event-rate as a function of the cathode high-
voltage (Blue).
a Timepix3 is ⇡ 2 keV, which corresponds to a cathode voltage of  4 kV. Second, the
Timepix3 thresholds are not set to their absolute minimum, increasing further the afore-
mentioned limit. Third, the thin N+ layer on top of the sensor reduces the charge collection
e ciency of the sensor and thus increases the energy required to detect ionising particles.
The large increase seen from  13 kV onward is expected as the ionisation-electrons
penetration-depth and electron/hole pairs creation increases with the ionisation-electron
kinetic energy. However, I also expected the event rate to saturate past a certain point
as all ionisation-electrons would have been detected. As one can see, there is no sign of
saturation. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the value of the measured event rate at
 20 kV, is twice lower than the one calculated in Section 2.3.3 (0.008 evnt rev 1mbar 1 p 1).
The honeycomb masking can explain a small part of the gap in between the two num-
bers; with an average transmission of 0.87% (see Chapter 6) and a measured event rate
of 0.004 evnt rev 1mbar 1 p 1, one would expect the original event rate to be
0.0046 evnt rev 1mbar 1 p 1. The rest of the missing ionisation-electrons are either not
detected, or are the di↵erence between the model and reality. This suggests that there
might be room for improving the event-rate by raising the cathode voltage past  20 kV.
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Figure 7.6: Normalised ionisation-electrons event rate as a function of the Timepix3 sensor
bias-voltage.
This will be studied in further work.
7.2.2 Scanning the Timepix3 sensor bias-voltage
The Timepix3 sensor bias-voltage was scanned from 0V to  35V, while the cathode
voltage and magnetic field strength were set to  20 kV and 0.2T respectively. Figure 7.6
shows the measured event rate as a function of the bias voltage.
No electrons are detected below  5V, then the event-rate slowly rose to reach a
plateau past  25V. The event-rate value on the plateau reaches a similar value found
during the cathode voltage scan. The shape of the event-rate curve is expected as the bias
voltage should increase the sensor depletion region — and thus the event rate — up to
the point where it is fully depleted. However, one would expect a sharper rise of the event
rate as the full depletion voltage for a 100 µm thick silicon sensor is closer to  10V.
The di↵erence may originate from the unconventional bias voltage distribution
scheme used in the ps-bgi detector. Only a small part of the sensor is metallised and thus
the voltage might not be well distributed across the sensor surface. A simulation of the
detector sensors might answer this question. This is however, not an issue as the detector
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Figure 7.7: Ionisation-electrons event rate as a function of the magnetic field strength.
The average pressure in the ps-bgi is given in red.
has always been operated with a sensor bias-voltage superior to  30V.
7.2.3 Scanning the magnetic filed strength
The magnetic field strength was scanned from 0T to 0.2T, while the cathode voltage
and Timepix3 sensor bias-voltage were set to  20 kV and  35V respectively. Figure
7.7 presents the measured event-rate and pressure in the instrument as a function of the
magnetic field strength.
From 0.2T to 0.04T, the event-rate and pressure increase by a factor eight and
ten respectively, they then fluctuate below 0.04T. These fluctuations are correlated with
heavy distortions of the ionisation-electron distribution, causing parts of the detector to
saturate. The measurement of the event-rate below 0.04T is therefore not reliable.
As explained in Section 2.3.3, the instrument gas pressure is directly proportional
to the event-rate, which explains the event-rate increase. However, the reason for the
pressure increase is, at the moment, unknown.
The e↵ects of the magnetic field strength on the beam width and position are pre-
sented in Figure 7.8. The beam width is relatively stable, with a value close to 1.75mm,
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(a) Beam position.
(b) Beam width.
Figure 7.8: Beam position and width as a function of the magnetic field strength. A green
background indicates that the values were taken from the result of the profile reconstruc-
tion; while a white background indicates that the mean and standard deviation are used
instead.
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between 0.2T to 0.07T. The small variation observed may be caused by cycle to cycle
variations. Below 0.7T, the beam width oscillate to reach 2.6mm (150% of 1.75mm).
This result is agreeing with the simulation presented in Section 2.6.6, where the beam size
measurement error remains below 1% between 0.2T to 0.11T and then increase to 300%
when the magnetic field reaches zero. The agreement between the simulation and mea-
surement suggests that the ps-bgi magnetic field is larger than required. This opens the
possibility to lower the magnetic field to benefit from the increased event-rate at no cost
on the measurement quality. As noted previously, below 0.07T the measured ionisation-
electron distribution is heavily distorted and it becomes illogical to try to reconstruct the
beam profile. The value given for the beam width and position are therefore the standard
deviation and mean of the ionisation-electron distribution.
The beam position is moving by ⇡ 700 µm with a change in magnetic field from 0T
to 0.2T. This displacement is comparable to the simulations presented in Section 2.6.6,
where a displacement of 500 µm was found for the same magnetic field change.
7.3 Instrument time resolution
The current resolution of the time-resolved profile measurement is in the low kiloHertz
range. However, the time resolution of the detector is much higher at (1.56 ns), and it is
possible to distinguish events from individual beam revolution or even bunches. The po-
tential for such measurements is demonstrated in Figure 7.9, where individual revolutions
and bunches from a bcms beam are visible. The figure shows the number of events as a
function of time with a binning of 1 ns and a time window fitting three revolutions.
The injection of eight bunches, the merging of those into four larger bunches and
their splitting into 12 smaller once is visible. Each bunch generates between zero and five
events per revolution. The fact that the instrument can distinguish between revolution
and bunches should allow shortly to measure the profile and width of individual bunches.
The ultimate goal of the ps-bgi is to measure the beam width in a turn by turn and
bunch by bunch basis. From the event-rate currently measured in the instrument, such
performance is unattainable without a significant change in the beam intensity, vacuum
pressure, detection surface or electric field strength. The beam intensity is not a parameter
that can be changed just for the ps-bgi while increasing the detection surface is impossible
since it would require a complete redesign of the instrument. Moreover, this argument
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(a) Injection of eight bunches.
(b) Merging into four larger bunches.
(c) Splitting of four bunches into twelve.
Figure 7.9: Number of event as a function of time for several parts of a bcms cycle. Each
have a time window encompassing three beam revolutions. The first present the beam
after the injection of eight bunches from the booster. The second presents the result of
the merging of the first eight bunches into four larger ones. The third presents the result
of the splitting of those four bunches into twelve.
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Figure 7.10: Number of events as a function of time for a BCMS beam at injection during
the sublimation of a ps ion-pump. Three bunches are visible, each having more than 100
events.
also applies to increasing the electric field strength. Due to the operational requirement
of the ps, the vacuum pressure cannot be raised continuously at the instrument location.
It may, however, be occasionally raised for a particular study requiring a higher event-
rate. In order to asses the potential improvement that such a pressure raise could o↵er,
a few measurements were performed during the daily sublimation of the ps ion-pumps.
During this procedure, the pressure increases by up to three orders of magnitude (up to
1⇥ 10 7mbar) for a few seconds.
Figure 7.10 presents the events as a function of time for one of these measurement
where the pressure rose from 1.5⇥ 10 10mbar to 7⇥ 10 8mbar. Three bunches are vis-
ible, each having more than 100 events. This represents an increase of up to 50 times
from what is seen in Figure 7.9. Moreover, it is possible to obtain the bunch length from
Figure 7.10. A value of ⇡ 150 µm is found, which is consistent with the expected value of
of 160 µm given in Chapter 2.
7.4 Comparison with the beam position monitoring system
and wire-scanner
The ps-bgi was compared with the beam position monitoring system and one of the
ps wire-scanner. The comparison with the bpm was made as a sanity check; while the
comparison with the wire-scanner was performed to check the consistency between the
ps-bgi with the wire-scanners.
The instruments simultaneously measured beams with several di↵erent widths (wire-
scanner) or position (bpm). The result of these measurements is then plotted in the form
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Figure 7.11: Beam position measured by the ps-bgi as a function of the bpm measurement
(dark blue). A linear function is fitted to the result (orange) and its five-sigma (five time
the error on the fit) interval is displayed (clear blue).
of ps-bgi measurements as a function of bpm or wire-scanner measurements. A simple
linear function f(x) = a.x + b is then fitted to the plot. In this context, a represents
the proportionality between the two devices; while b represents a permanent o↵set in
the measurement of the ps-bgi compared to the other instrument. A perfect agreement
between two instrument should therefore results in a = 1 and b = 0.
7.4.1 Beam Position Monitor
The bpm is compared to the ps-bgi by having both instruments, simultaneously recording
the position of a bcms beam. This beam is radially displaced by steps of 1.5mm from
 6mm to 6mm. The result of this measurement is presented in Figure 7.11, where the
relative beam position measured by the bpm is plotted against the ps-bgi measurement.
Figure 7.11 shows a reasonable agreement between the two instruments. The result
of the fit of the linear function (f(x) = a.x + b) fitted to the result shows a proportion-
ality a = 1.07 ± 0.01 and a 1.91mm o↵set. The presence of the o↵set is expected since
the detector was never meant to be perfectly at the centre of the beam pipe; while the
deviation of the proportionality from one could result from a small misalignment of the
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magnet. As presented in Chapter 2, the instrument transverse electric field is not perfectly
homogeneous. A misalignment of the magnet would cause the ionisation-electrons to drift
more at certain location than others, a↵ecting the proportionality.
7.4.2 Wire scanner
The ps-bgi was compared to the wire-scanner by measuring bcms beams with di↵erent
widths. The wire-scanner used for the measurements is located at PS straight section 65.
For this reason the beam width obtained by the wire-scanner had to be converted to the
location of the ps-bgi (ss82). We start from the expression of the beam emittance ✏
✏ =
 2 +
⇣
D ·  pp0
⌘2
 
, (7.1)
where   is the beam width, D the dispersion,   the value of the betatron function and
 p/p0 the beam momentum spread. The emittance is assumed constant and common to
both instrument during the measurement, thus
✏bgi = ✏ws. (7.2)
We can then substitute 7.1 in 7.2, using the values for the wire-scanner and ps-bgi, to
obtain the expected beam width at the ps-bgi location  bgi from the measurement at the
wire-scanner location  ws
 bgi =
s
 bgi
 ws
·  2ws +
✓
 p
p0
◆2
·
✓
 bgi
 ws
·D2ws  D2bgi
◆
. (7.3)
Simultaneously to the ps-bgi and wire-scanner measurements, the momentum spread
was measured by the ps Tomoscope [111]. The momentum spread was measured to be
fluctuating around 4.7⇥ 10 4 eV. This value is small enough to consider the second part
of 7.4 negligible, we thus obtain
 bgi =
s
 bgi
 ws
·  2ws. (7.4)
The value for  ws = 22.32m and  bgi = 11.72m were taken from the ps lattice simulations
[112]. The ps-bgi and wire-scanner measured four di↵erent beams, each with a single
bunch and intensities ranging from 50⇥ 1010 protons to 215⇥ 1010 protons. Due to the
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Figure 7.12: Average of the beam width measured by the ps-bgi as a function of the
wire-scanner measurement (blue). A linear function is fitted to the result (orange).
way the ps Booster shapes bunches, the bunch intensity is proportional to its emittance
and by extension its width. A large intensity will result in a broad beam and vice-versa.
The typical measurement procedure for the wire-scanner is to measure five cycles of the
same beam and take the average of the measurements as a result. In order to remain
coherent with the wire-scanner, this procedure was applied to the ps-bgi. A single profile
is thus measured right before the wire-scanner. This timing is used since the wire-scanner
can a↵ect the ps-bgi measurement. During a measurement, the wire-scanner interaction
with the beam creates beam loss, which is detected by the ps-bgi. Although most of
these beam loss can be filtered out, it is best practice to avoid beam loss in the first
place. The low event-rate caused by the use of a single bunch makes the smallest viable
integration window 3ms. The error presented with the results is the standard error,
which also comprises the cycle to cycle variation in the beam size and the precision of the
instruments.
Figure 7.12 presents the results of the measurement. Similarly to the bpm compar-
ison, a linear function is fitted to the results. This fit is consistent with the measurement
and shows that the wire-scanner and ps-bgi have a disagreement comprised between 9%
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to 18%. At the time of writing, there is not obvious reasons to explain this disagreement.
The measurements from both instruments were verified several times as well as the beam
optics used for the conversion of the wire-scanner measurement to the ps-bgi location.
One can point out several shortcomings possibly leading to this result.
• The error on the beta function ( ws and  bgi) was not included in Figure 7.12,
nonetheless, it is expected to be around 10%.
• The Wire-Scanner is intended to provide relative beam size measurements in the ps.
However, the accuracy of this instrument is di cult to establish.
• The integration window for the ps-bgi is relatively long and one cannot exclude that
the beam might be moving during this period, causing the beam to appear broader
than it really is.
• Only four di↵erent beam size were used for the measurement. More points would
improve the measurement robustness. However, the beam width dynamic range can-
not be improved as the intensities used were already at the maximum and minimum
achievable.
7.5 Summary
• The ps-bgi demonstrated the ability to measure single profiles and time-resolved
profiles at a rate of 1 kHz and with a precision <2%.
• The time resolution of the detector should allow in the near future measurements of
single bunch profiles as well as to accurately distinguish between beam revolutions.
• The nominal values for the cathode and sensor bias voltages provide the highest
event-rate.
• A magnetic field strength of 0.2T is more than su cient to correct for the beam
space charge by a factor of two.
• After a first comparison, the instrument is in reasonable agreement with the ps beam
position monitor system but not with the wire-scanner where a disagreement of 9%
to 18% was observed.
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Outlook and conclusion
8.1 Outlook
8.1.1 Instrument hardware
The instrument presented in this thesis has proven its potential as a fast continuous profile
measurement device, however, the limitations presented at the end of Chapter 5 highlight
the fact that it is far from from being ready for operational service. The absence of
chip four severely reduces the instrument field of view, preventing it from measuring the
beam size in the last part of the cycle. Moreover, the under-performing cooling system
prevents the instrument from being used for extended periods of time and without constant
supervision.
Fortunately, most (if not all) of the issues found with the device hardware can be
addressed with a future update of the detector design. In my opinion, the new detector
should be made modular, allowing each Timepix3 in the detector to be replaced individu-
ally. This would greatly increase the serviceability of the instrument, allowing to replace
a single malfunctioning Timepix3 rather than having to replace the whole set.
To improve the detector cooling, the Timepix3 should be directly placed on the
cooling plate or on a metal module bolted on it. This would greatly increase the thermal
conduction between the chip and the cooling plate, allowing the detector to operate a
more stable temperature.
Finally, the power delivery network needs to be improved, larger copper-wire sec-
tions and shorter / wider traces on the ceramic pcb would lower the voltage drop at the
Timepix3. This would allow the detector to support much higher event-rate (peak current)
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and possibly remove the so-called power glitch.
8.1.2 Going beyond the requirements
Beyond making the hardware operational, other improvements to the device are foreseen.
These are not necessary to achieve the requirements stated in Chapter 2, however, they
may greatly increase the device performance, in particular, the instrument measurement
frequency.
• Replacing the honeycomb rf shield by a design that ensures the same ionisation-
electron transmission factor across the transverse dimension would remove the need
to correct for its presence and thus would greatly simplify the beam size measurement
method.
• A full integration of the ps timing into the readout system would facilitate to make
individual bunch transverse size measurement.
• The discarded background signal generated by the ps-bgi could be used as a fast
beam loss monitor. Moreover, the clustering algorithm could be improved to identify
the type of particle seen in the background.
• The instrument could be calibrated to o↵er beam position measurement. At the
moment these are only a side product of the beam size measurement and they are
therefore not regarded as viable.
• The addition of a gas injection system would allow for single-turn single-bunch beam
size measurements. Such very high-speed measurements may be needed in order to
study fast emittance growth in the ps.
• As suggested by Chapter 7 measurements, increasing the cathode high-voltage be-
yond 20 kV may increase the ionisation-electron detection rate. This would increase
the device measurement frequency, not unlike adding a gas injection system.
8.1.3 Going beyond the PS-BGI
The Timepix3 hpd based detector and radiation tolerant readout-system developed for
the ps-bgi are not limited to the ps.
For instance, the lhc bgi’s 0.2T magnetic field is insu cient to compensate for the
distortion induced by the beam space charge [31]. For this reason, the lhc bgis have been
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exclusively used to monitor the ion beam size. A 0.5T magnetic field would be su cient to
measure the proton beam [113]. However, such a magnet would be too large and expensive
to install with the current instrument detection system.
The small form factor of the Timepix3 hpd based detector would allow to reduce
the aperture of the lhc bgis and therefore to provide the required magnetic field with a
smaller and cheaper magnet. At present, there is no instrument in use in the lhc capable
of measuring the beam size during the lhc energy ramp. A Timepix3 based lhc-bgi
would be a solution.
Aside from cern, other science and medical accelerator facilities, such as KeK [114]
and MedAustron [115] have expressed interest in the ps-bgi detection system. Their
motivations are the absence of mcp plates, small form factor and beam size measurement
frequency possible with this technology.
8.2 Conclusion
The goal of this thesis work was the development, production and commissioning of a
new bgi for the cern ps. The novelty of the PS-BGI is its detection system based
on the Timepix3 hpd. This new detection system allows for faster and more reliable
profile measurements, while making the device more compact compared to the previous
generation of bgis at cern. This work was motivated by the demand for a device capable
of monitoring the transverse beam size of the lhc-type beams in the PS at a rate of 1 kHz,
with an accuracy  1 % and precision  2.5 %.
A detailed description of the lhc-type beams and the instrument requirement were
presented. The conceptual design of the ps-bgi was given and simulations were run in
order to validate it. These simulations showed that a cathode voltage of  20 kV and a
magnetic field of 0.2T were su cient to mitigate the e↵ects of the beam on the ionisation-
electron distribution. The error on the measured beam size is therefore expected to be
within the requirements, even for the hl-lhc beams.
The instrument engineering design was presented. This design departs from previous
bgis by the notable absence of side electrodes and an improved ion-trap design. The
new detector, based on the Timepix3 hpd, ceramic chip carrier and flexible lcp cables
was introduced, along with its radiation tolerant readout system. The main challenge of
this new detector was its integration in the primary beam pipe at a pressure lower than
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10 9mbar and radiation dose in the region of 10 kGy per year.
The detector in vacuum electronics design was further detailed. Two versions of
the detector were produced and tested, one with P-on-N silicon sensor and the other with
N-on-P sensors. However, only the N-on-P variant was considered for installation. All
parts of the detector were successfully tested for their compatibility with the ps vacuum.
At the start of 2018, the instrument was assembled and successfully installed at the
ps straight section 82. Shortly after the installation the ps beam was introduced and
the instrument measured the ionisation-electron and background signal. This confirmed
that the operation of the Timepix3 hpds in the ps beam pipe was possible. Furthermore,
the detection of the ionisation-electron signal validated the Timepix3 hpd based detector
concept. In order to improve the quality of the detector measurements, a method for the
Timepix3 equalisation and noise removal was presented and implemented.
In order to make beam profile measurements possible it was necessary to remove the
background contribution. A method based on the combination of a clustering filter and
energy filter was therefore implemented. The method to extract the beam size from a the
ionisation-electron distribution was further introduced. This method fits a model based
on the expected beam distribution type (Gaussian) and the imperfection of the detector
( steel honeycomb, gap between sensors) to the measured distribution to obtain the beam
size.
The first time resolved beam size measurement of the lhc-nominal and bcms beams
was then obtained. The instrument demonstrated the ability to measure beam size and
relative position for the complete ps cycle at a rate of 1 kHz. Furthermore, due to the
time resolution of the detector, the ability to distinguish between individual bunches of
a bcms beam at di↵erent stages of the ps cycle was demonstrated. Measurements of
the e↵ect of the instrument magnetic field strength on the measured beam size showed a
strong agreement with the early simulation. This provided an important validation of the
simulation tool used to design the ps-bgi. A coasting bcms beam was used to measure the
instrument precision. A value of 1.5 % relative to the beam size, well within the required
2.5 %, was found. The ps-bgi was compared to the ps bpm system by the comparing the
mean beam position to the bpm reading and to the Wire-Scanner by comparing the mean
beam sizes. The instrument measurements were found consistent with the bpm but not
with the wire-scanner, where an disagreement between 9% to 18% was observed.
In conclusion, this thesis presented the development, from concept to beam size
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measurement, of a new bgi for the cern ps. Despite the limited time frame allocated for
it development, the instrument was successfully deployed in the ps and its potential as the
next generation of continuous beam profile monitor at cern was clearly demonstrated.
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